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Modification History

Version modification history
Please refer to the National Training Information Service for the latest version of units of 
competency and qualification information: www.ntis.gov.au.

Version Release date Authorisation Comments

NQC

Endorsement for changes to imported units 
cited as core in PRM20509, PRM30509, 
PRM40109, PRM40209 and PRM40509 
qualifications.
Endorsement for the inclusion of two 
additional elective units in PRM20509 and 
four additional elective units in 
PRM30509.
Updated Assessment Guidelines to reflect 
current DEEWR Training Package 
Development Handbook requirements.

3 30 March 2009

ISC

Upgrade to reflect superseded imported 
units cited in other PRM04 qualifications, 
including revisions, deletions and 
replacements to imported units.
Typographical and syntax errors corrected 
in all volumes.

2 12/01/07 NQC

Category 2 modification of selected 
endorsed units of competency and inclusion 
of additional units of competency covering 
the use of ozone depleting substances and 
synthetic greenhouse gases for regulatory 
purposes.
Category 1 modification of units 
PRMWM11B, PRMWM13B, 
PRMWM17B, PRMWM18B and 
PRMWM44B to cover the handling of 
waste oil as a waste or recyclable product.

1 19/3/04 NTQC Primary release of fully revised package 
replacing PRM98.
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Important Note to Users

Important Note to Users
Training Packages are not static documents. Changes are made periodically to reflect the 
latest industry practices.
Before commencing any form of training or assessment, you must ensure delivery is from the 
current version of the Training Package.
To ensure that you are complying with this requirement:

 check the print version number found on the imprint page of your current Training 
Package

 access the modification history on the website of the developer of the Training Package, 
the Construction and Property Services Industry Skills Council (CPSISC): 
www.cpsisc.com.au.

The National Training Information Service (www.ntis.gov.au) also displays any changes in 
units of competency and the packaging of qualifications.

Version modification history
Please refer to the National Training Information Service for the latest version of units of 
competency and qualification information: www.ntis.gov.au.

Version Release date Authorisation Comments

NQC

Endorsement for changes to imported units 
cited as core in PRM20509, PRM30509, 
PRM40109, PRM40209 and PRM40509 
qualifications.
Endorsement for the inclusion of two 
additional elective units in PRM20509 and 
four additional elective units in 
PRM30509.
Updated Assessment Guidelines to reflect 
current DEEWR Training Package 
Development Handbook requirements.

3 30 March 2009

ISC

Upgrade to reflect superseded imported 
units cited in other PRM04 qualifications, 
including revisions, deletions and 
replacements to imported units.
Typographical and syntax errors corrected 
in all volumes.

2 12/01/07 NQC
Category 2 modification of selected 
endorsed units of competency and inclusion 
of additional units of competency covering 
the use of ozone depleting substances and 
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Version Release date Authorisation Comments

synthetic greenhouse gases for regulatory 
purposes.
Category 1 modification of units 
PRMWM11B, PRMWM13B, 
PRMWM17B, PRMWM18B and 
PRMWM44B to cover the handling of 
waste oil as a waste or recyclable product.

1 19/3/04 NTQC Primary release of fully revised package 
replacing PRM98.

List of Qualifications in PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package
PRM10104 Certificate I in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
PRM20104 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
PRM20406 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment)
PRM20509 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management)
PRM20604 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning)
PRM30104 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
PRM30204 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management – Technical)
PRM30406 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment)
PRM30509 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management)
PRM30604 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning)
PRM40109 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Management)
PRM40209 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management)
PRM40509 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management)
PRM40704 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Fire Safety Systems Inspection)

Industry Overview - Carpet Cleaning

1.5 Scope and Development of the Training Package for the 
Carpet Cleaning Sector
National competency standards for Carpet Cleaning provide a vocational pathway for this 
industry sector. 
A condition of the endorsement of all Training Packages is that they are reviewed towards the 
later part of their three-year life. The Phase 1 Review of the Asset Maintenance Training 
Package was undertaken in 2001. The Review made a number of recommendations that 
applied to the Training Package generally and a number of cleaning industry-specific 
recommendations. Overall, industry was very supportive of the Cleaning Operations standards 
but also there was a strong desire to make further improvements to the standards, building on 
past experience and changing industry demands.
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One of the areas identified in the Review process was the lack of competency standards for 
the Carpet Cleaning industry. The Carpet Cleaning standards have been developed by 
working closely with industry associations and industry representatives.
The Carpet Cleaning standards have been developed to meet the needs of a specialised 
industry sector but still offer flexibility to people moving between the Carpet Cleaning and 
Cleaning Operations sectors. 

Carpet Cleaning qualifications
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that Carpet Cleaning functions in 
the workforce are primarily reflected in qualifications at Certificate II and Certificate III 
levels with more generic skills at Certificate IV.

Qualifications packaging rationale
Each qualification lists clearly all the units of competency required for that particular 
qualification. This means, for example, that the core units of competency required for a 
Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning) also appear as core units of competency 
for a Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning).
This ‘embedding’ or ‘nesting’ has been done for two reasons:

 to articulate the complete range of skills required to achieve each qualification rather than 
relying on references to prerequisites or entry requirements for each successive 
qualification, and

 to ensure that higher level qualifications focusing on management or supervisory skills 
also contain the required ‘hands on’ practical and technical skills.

School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry may be 
developed to meet a specific industry requirement, although the Carpet Cleaning industry 
does not typically recruit school-leavers, generally preferring to engage mature staff.

New Apprenticeships
The Carpet Cleaning Industry Sector is keen to embrace New Apprenticeships as a viable 
career entry point to the industry.
New Apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualifications. (New Apprenticeship progression guidelines should recognise that the 
Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning) entry point encompasses aspects of 
Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning).

Language and literacy
The Carpet Cleaning standards have been written using the active voice to help facilitate 
understanding and, wherever possible, industry-specific technical terms have been used 
consistently and are also described in the range statement of the relevant unit(s).
RTOs may wish to develop further resources to assist in the delivery of the Carpet Cleaning 
standards. 
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Key competencies in the standards
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure the complete information for assessment is available.

1.6 Licensing and Regulatory Arrangements
Neither the carpet cleaning industry nor individual carpet cleaners are subject to industry-
specific licensing. However, companies and personnel engaged in carpet cleaning are covered 
by legislation or regulations concerning aspects of their activities, including environmental, 
industrial and occupational health and safety matters.
Issues concerning the impact of regulatory requirements have been integrated in the 
performance criteria of the relevant units and must be reflected in the assessment process.
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2.2 Carpet Cleaning Operations Qualification Flowchart
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2.7 Selection of Units (Career Planning)
The model adopted by the industry avoids the use of co-requisite and prerequisite groupings 
of units, although it should be noted that qualifications are nested. This means, for example, 
that the core units of competency required for a Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Carpet 
Cleaning) also appear as core units of competency for a Certificate III in Asset Maintenance 
(Carpet Cleaning).
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page .
Units defined as ‘core’ units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate. Typical Carpet Cleaning occupations 
include carpet cleaning technician, carpet cleaning business owner/manager and carpet 
cleaning administrator.

4.1 Packaging and Alignment of Standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Carpet Cleaning Sector
Title: PRM20604 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning)
To achieve recognition at Certificate II level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 6 core units plus 2 elective units (total of 8 units). 

Core units

PRMCC06A Identify carpet fibre and construction

PRMCC07A Perform basic stain removal

PRMCL33B Plan for safe and efficient cleaning activities

PRMCL35B Maintain a cleaning storage area

PRMCMN20
1A

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service

Elective units
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PRMCC01A Use hot water extraction

PRMCC02A Use bonnet cleaning

PRMCC03A Use dry foam shampoo

PRMCC04A Use dry absorbent compound

PRMCC05A Use wet foam shampoo

Title: PRM30604 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Carpet Cleaning)
To achieve recognition at Certificate III level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 9 core units plus 9 elective units (total of 18 units).
The elective units must include a minimum of 2 units from Group A and a minimum of 5 
units from Group B.
In addition, up to 2 elective units may be selected from the Cleaning Operations sector of the 
Asset Maintenance Training Package.

Core units

PRMCC06A Identify carpet fibre and construction

PRMCC07A Perform basic stain removal

PRMCC15A Perform advanced stain removal

PRMCL33B Plan for safe and efficient cleaning activities

PRMCL35B Maintain a cleaning storage area

PRMCMN20
1A

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service

PRMCMN30
1A

Contribute to workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN30
2A

Respond to client inquires and complaints

Group A elective units

PRMCC01A Use hot water extraction

PRMCC02A Use bonnet cleaning
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PRMCC03A Use dry foam shampoo

PRMCC04A Use dry absorbent compound

PRMCC05A Use wet foam shampoo

Group B elective units

PRMCC08A Mitigate water damage

PRMCC09A Restore smoke damaged carpet

PRMCC10A Apply odour control

PRMCC11A Perform carpet repair and reinstallation

PRMCC12A Perform carpet colour repair and restoration

PRMCC13A Clean leather upholstery

PRMCC14A Clean fabric upholstery

PRMCC16A Apply topical treatments

PRMCC17A Identify upholstery fibre and construction

Title: PRM40109 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Management)
To achieve recognition at Certificate IV level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 8 core units plus 5 elective units (total of 13 units).
The elective units may include PRMCMN403A Facilitate effective teamwork, or any level IV 
(or above) units from BSB07 Business Services Training Package or TAA04 Training and 
Assessment Training Package other than those listed below or those that are equivalent to 
these units.

Core units

BSBHRM402
A

Recruit, select and induct staff

PRMCL22B Organise and monitor cleaning operations

PRMCL24B Control the supply of resources to the work site

PRMCL25B Provide quotation for cleaning services

PRMCL42A Implement and review risk management process
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PRMCMN40
1A

Manage workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN40
2A

Facilitate effective client relationships

PRMCMN40
4A

Facilitate effective workplace relationships

Elective unit

PRMCMN40
3A

Facilitate effective teamwork

Industry Overview - Cleaning Operations

1.5 Scope and Development of the Training Package for the 
Cleaning Operations Sector
National competency standards for Cleaning Operations provide a vocational pathway for this 
industry sector. The Cleaning Operations competency standards are cross-industry standards 
that apply to cleaning operations in all industry sectors.
The Cleaning Operations standards were developed by industry and first endorsed in 1995. In 
1998, with the introduction of Training Packages, the Cleaning Operations standards were 
revised and included in the first version of the Asset Maintenance Training Package 
(PRM98).
A condition of the endorsement of all Training Packages is that they are reviewed towards the 
later part of their three-year life. The Phase 1 Review of the Asset Maintenance Training 
Package was undertaken in 2001. The Review made a number of recommendations that 
applied to the Training Package generally and a number of cleaning industry-specific 
recommendations. Overall, industry was very supportive of the Cleaning Operations standards 
but also there was a strong desire to make further improvements to the standards, building on 
past experience and changing industry demands. The Cleaning Operations standards 
contained in the Asset Maintenance Training Package (PRM04) reflect a process of 
continuous improvement of the Cleaning Operations standards as a result of extensive 
industry consultation and input.
Cleaning Operations competency standards have been developed in a manner that maximises 
common ground for all the vocations that are encompassed by this sector, in the interests of 
flexible career paths.

Cleaning Operations qualifications
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that Cleaning Operations functions 
in the workforce are primarily reflected in qualifications at Certificate I, Certificate II, 
Certificate III and Certificate IV levels.
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Qualifications packaging rationale
Each qualification lists clearly all the units of competency required for that particular 
qualification. This means, for example, that the core units of competency required for a 
Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations) also appear as core units of 
competency for a Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations).
This ‘embedding’ or ‘nesting’ has been done for two reasons:

 to articulate the complete range of skills required to achieve each qualification rather than 
relying on references to prerequisites or entry requirements for each successive 
qualification

 to ensure that higher level qualifications focusing on management or supervisory skills 
also contain the required ‘hands on’ practical and technical skills.

School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry may be 
developed to meet a specific industry requirement, although the Cleaning Operations industry 
does not typically recruit school-leavers, generally preferring to engage mature staff.
VET in Schools Cleaning Operations qualifications should be based on flexible application of 
the Training Package qualifications. The Certificate I in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning 
Operations) has been introduced to provide a more flexible pathway for potential entrants to 
the industry.

New Apprenticeships
The Cleaning Operations industry sector has recognised New Apprenticeships as a viable 
career entry point to the industry.
New Apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualifications. (New Apprenticeship progression guidelines should recognise that the 
Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations) entry point encompasses 
Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations).

Language and literacy
The Cleaning Operations standards have been written using the active voice to help facilitate 
understanding and, wherever possible, industry-specific technical terms have been used 
consistently and are also described in the range statement of the relevant unit(s).
RTOs may wish to develop further resources to assist in the delivery of the Cleaning 
Operations standards.

Key competencies in the standards
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure the complete information for assessment is available.
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1.6 Licensing and Regulatory Arrangements
Neither the cleaning industry nor individual cleaners are subject to industry-specific licensing. 
However, companies and personnel engaged in cleaning operations are covered by legislation 
or regulations concerning aspects of their activities, including environmental, industrial and 
occupational health and safety matters.
Issues concerning the impact of regulatory requirements have been integrated in the 
performance criteria of the relevant units and must be reflected in the assessment process.
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2.2 Cleaning Operations Qualification Flowchart
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2.7 Selection of Units (Career Planning)
The model adopted by the industry avoids the use of co-requisite and prerequisite groupings 
of units, although it should be noted that qualifications are nested. This means, for example, 
that the core units of competency required for a Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning 
Operations) also appear as core units of competency for a Certificate III in Asset Maintenance 
(Cleaning Operations).
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page .
Units defined as ‘core’ units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate. Typical Cleaning Operations 
occupations include cleaner, cleaning supervisor and site supervisor.

4.1 Packaging and Alignment of Standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Cleaning Operations Sector
Title: PRM10104 Certificate I in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
To achieve recognition at Certificate I level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in 3 core units (total of 3 units).

Core units

PRMCL40A Prepare for work in the cleaning industry

PRMCL41A Apply basic communication skills

PRMCMN10
1A 

Follow workplace safety arrangements

Title: PRM20104 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
To achieve recognition at Certificate II level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 3 core units plus 8 elective units (total of 11 units).
The elective units must include a minimum of 7 units from the elective units listed below. 
One unit in Certificate II may be selected from any other approved Training Package as long 
as it is not the same or similar to those units listed below.

Core units
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PRMCL33B Plan for safe and efficient cleaning activities

PRMCL35B Maintain a cleaning storage area

PRMCMN20
1A 

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

Elective units

PRMCL01B Maintain a hard floor surface

PRMCL02B Restore a hard floor surface

PRMCL04B Maintain a carpeted floor

PRMCL09B Clean glass surfaces

PRMCL10B Clean ceiling surfaces and fittings

PRMCL15B Maintain furniture and fittings and room dressing

PRMCL17B Clean a wet area

PRMCL19B Remove waste

PRMCL37A Clean external surfaces

PRMCL38A Clean a food handling area

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service

HLTFA301B Apply first aid

HLTIN301A Comply with infection control policies and procedures in health work

MTMPS201B Clean work area during operations

MTMPS205B Clean chillers

MTMP2192A Clean carcase hanging equipment

MTMP2196B Overview cleaning program

MTMP2197B Clean after operations – boning room

MTMP2198B Clean after operations – slaughter floor

PRMCC02A Use bonnet cleaning
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PRMCC07A Perform basic stain removal

SITHACS005
A

Prepare rooms for guests

Title: PRM30104 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations)
To achieve recognition at Certificate III level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 5 core units plus 14 elective units (total of 19 units).
The elective units must include a minimum of 7 units from Group A and a minimum of 4 
units from Group B.
In addition, up to 3 elective units may be selected from any other approved Training Package 
as long as the unit(s) is not the same or similar to those units listed below or being selected 
from other Training Package(s). At least 2 of the units selected from another Training 
Package(s) must be level III units. 

Core units

PRMCL33B Plan for safe and efficient cleaning activities

PRMCL35B Maintain a cleaning storage area

PRMCL39A Support leadership in the workplace

PRMCMN20
1A 

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN30
1A

Contribute to workplace safety arrangements

Group A elective units 

HLTFA301B Apply first aid

HLTIN301A Comply with infection control policies and procedures in health work

PRMCC02A Use bonnet cleaning

PRMCC07A Perform basic stain removal

PRMCL01B Maintain a hard floor surface

PRMCL02B Restore a hard floor surface

PRMCL04B Maintain a carpeted floor

PRMCL09B Clean glass surfaces

PRMCL10B Clean ceiling surfaces and fittings
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PRMCL15B Maintain furniture and fittings and room dressing

PRMCL17B Clean a wet area

PRMCL19B Remove waste

PRMCL37A Clean external surfaces

PRMCL38A Clean a food handling area

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service

MTMPS201B Clean work area during operations

MTMPS205B Clean chillers

MTMP2192A Clean carcase hanging equipment

MTMP2196B Overview cleaning program

MTMP2197B Clean after operations – boning room

MTMP2198B Clean after operations – slaughter floor

SITHACS005
A

Prepare rooms for guests

Group B elective units 

HLTIN403B Implement and monitor infection control policy and procedures

PRMCC01A Use hot water extraction

PRMCC03A Use dry foam shampoo

PRMCC04A Use dry absorbent compound

PRMCC05A Use wet foam shampoo

PRMCL03B Replace a hard floor finish

PRMCL13B Clean window coverings 

PRMCL14B Maintain a ‘clean room’ environment

PRMCL16B Wash furniture and fittings

PRMCL20B Clean using pressure washing
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PRMCL21B Clean industrial machinery 

PRMCL36B Clean at high levels

PRMCMN30
2A

Respond to client inquiries and complaints

TAADEL301
C

Provide training through instruction and demonstration of work skills

Title: PRM40109 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Management)
To achieve recognition at Certificate IV level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 8 core units plus 5 elective units (total of 13 units).
The elective units may include PRMCMN403A Facilitate effective teamwork, or any level IV 
(or above) units from BSB07 Business Services Training Package or TAA04 Training and 
Assessment Training Package other than those listed below or those that are equivalent to 
these units.

Core units

BSBHRM402
A

Recruit, select and induct staff

PRMCL22B Organise and monitor cleaning operations

PRMCL24B Control the supply of resources to the work site

PRMCL25B Provide quotation for cleaning services

PRMCL42A Implement and review risk management process

PRMCMN40
1A

Manage workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN40
2A

Facilitate effective client relationships

PRMCMN40
4A

Facilitate effective workplace relationships

Elective unit

PRMCMN40
3A

Facilitate effective teamwork
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Industry Overview - Fire Protection

1.5 Scope and development of the Training Package for the Fire 
Protection Equipment sector
The fire protection industry consists of private companies, public service providers (e.g. 
Metropolitan Fire Brigades) and volunteer fire authorities. These companies and organisations 
compete for service contracts to service and maintain portable firefighting equipment 
according to Australian standards and various legislative requirements. A rise in insurance 
premiums and the introduction of occupational health and safety (OHS) legislation has forced 
many businesses to install and have maintained suitable fire protection equipment. There is 
also a requirement to have suitably trained personnel available to ensure, through various 
maintenance programs, that the equipment will function correctly when an emergency occurs.
Service companies compete on the basis of cost and quality of service. Quality of service is 
recognised as being a function of reputation, the skill level of the service technicians and the 
capacity to maintain standards.
The work of the service technician covers a wide variety of customer situations. These may 
include shops, factories, domestic premises, offices, mines, airports, oil platforms, drilling 
operations, etc.
The service technician is not only responsible for the work they perform but also for advising 
their customers of any breach of legislative requirements and whether their existing 
equipment is suitable for the identified fire risk.
Background to the Fire Protection Equipment sector of the Training Package
In September 1992 the Fire Protection Association of Australia (FPAA) Portable 
Sub-Committee discussed the need to develop skill standards and competency levels for the 
‘portable’ sector of the fire protection industry. A formal submission for government funding 
resulted in a project commencing in 1994 to develop competency standards for the portable 
firefighting equipment servicing sector.
Part of this project included a workshop to provide an operational framework for the 
development of portable fire equipment service units of competency. At the workshop, Chubb 
Fire made available to the project team their endorsed enterprise competency standards for 
levels 1 to 3 Chubb service technicians. The workshop adopted these enterprise competency 
standards as the base document for the project and also agreed to use the Australian standard 
AS 1851 series of maintenance documents and AS 3676 Guide to Servicing as reference 
documents in the development of the competency standards.
Consequently the first industry competency standards for portable fire equipment service 
personnel were endorsed and made available through Australian standards in 1996.
With a change in the federal government in 1996 came the introduction of the Training 
Package concept consisting of endorsed components (Competency Standards, Qualifications 
Framework and Assessment Guidelines) and non-endorsed components (learning strategies, 
assessment materials and professional development materials). Chubb Fire quickly utilised 
this new concept and became the first enterprise to have a Training Package (i.e. endorsed 
components) endorsed by the National Training Framework Committee in December 1997.
At the beginning of 1999, the then Property Services Training Australia (PSTA) was 
contracted by the now defunct Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) to incorporate 
portable fire equipment service technician competency standards into PRM04 Asset 
Maintenance Training Package.
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Using a broad-based steering committee comprising representatives from FPAA, AFAC, 
AMU, Chubb Fire and the Victorian State Training Authority, the project redeveloped the 
existing endorsed service technicians (portable fire equipment) standards contained in the 
Chubb Enterprise Training Package via the undertaking of a significant national consultation 
and validation process. The units of competency that feature in Portable Fire Equipment 
sector of the Asset Maintenance Training Package were reviewed and revised within these 
processes to reflect the work carried out by service technicians.
The project rolled out throughout 1999 and included validation workshops in all states and 
territories. The Portable Fire Equipment Servicing Operations qualifications (Certificate II 
and Certificate III) were subsequently signed off by all State Training Authorities and were 
nationally endorsed through ANTA’s National Training Framework Committee in August 
2000. The standards were officially launched at an industry function in Melbourne in October 
2000.

Review of PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package – Phase 1
A condition of the endorsement of all Training Packages is that they are reviewed towards the 
later part of their three-year life. Because the first sectors of PRM04 Asset Maintenance 
Training Package were endorsed in late 1998, CPSISC (then PSTA) was contracted by ANTA 
to review all sectors of the Asset Maintenance Training Package in February 2001. The first 
phase of the review (research, report and recommendations) was completed by PSTA in 
November 2001.
For the Portable Fire Service Operations sector the following recommendations were made in 
the report:

 add new units of competency for ‘fire and smoke doors’
 change the title of the qualifications to reflect the new units of competency
 develop support materials for the sector. (Note: This recommendation was not funded in 

Phase 2 of the review project.)

In addition, a recommendation was made to develop national industry competency standards 
for Fire System Certifiers and Auditors. (Information on this qualification forms a separate 
volume of the PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package: the Fire Safety Systems 
Inspection sector).
Other global recommendations from the first phase of the review that relate to all sectors of 
the Training Package (including the Fire Protection Equipment sector) related to improving 
the overall quality of existing standards. These recommendations included:
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 Review the Training Package to ensure it reflects the requirements of the Training 
Package Development Handbook and DEEWR’s template for competency standards. 
(This includes strengthening the evidence guide, particularly assessment statements.)

 Ensure that the Training Package is able to reflect and respond to the diversity of the 
Australian workforce.

 Review the Training Package, applying the principles of ‘plain English’.
 Review the Training Package to provide specific guidance on the level of literacy and 

numeracy proficiency required in each relevant unit.
 Integrate the assignment of key competencies to individual units as part of the overall 

review of the units of competency. Include the key competencies in each unit of 
competency rather than in a summary table elsewhere in the Training Package.

 Ensure that the development of, or changes to, any units of competency that are used or 
may be used for licensing purposes, be undertaken in consultation with the relevant 
regulatory authorities.

 Ensure that any changes proposed to the Assessment Guidelines within the Training 
Package are communicated effectively to the relevant licensing authorities.

These recommendations were all fulfilled in the Phase 2 review. Additional changes were also 
made to the existing units of competency and qualification packaging after an extensive 
national consultation and validation review process.
Enhancements in this regard include:
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 The development of six new units of competency covering the passive fire sector:
 PRMPFES33A Identify fire and smoke doors
 PRMPFES34A Install hinged fire and smoke doors
 PRMPFES35A Inspect and test hinged fire and smoke doors
 PRMPFES36A Identify passive fire and smoke containment products and systems
 PRMPFES39A Inspect and test passive fire and smoke containment products and systems
 PRMPFES40A Install passive fire and smoke containment systems.
 The development of two new units of competency covering installation of pre-engineered 

fire suppression systems:
 PRMPFES41A Install pre-engineered fixed plant fire suppression systems
 PRMPFES42A Install, inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered fire system for 

transportable equipment.
 Technical rewriting of the suite of five inspect and test pre-engineered fire suppression 

system units:
 PRMPFES25B Inspect and test 

gaseous fire suppression 
systems

Strengthening of performance criteria and 
evidence guide with greater emphasis on work 
functions aligning to manufacturers’ proprietary 
system information. Now coded PRMPFES25C.

 PRMPFES27B Inspect, test and 
maintain pre-engineered 
aqueous fire suppression 
systems

Strengthening of performance criteria and 
evidence guide with greater emphasis on work 
functions aligning to manufacturers’ proprietary 
system information. Installation element deleted 
and covered in units PRMPFES41A and 
PRMPFES42A.

 PRMPFES29B Inspect, test and 
maintain pre-engineered powder 
fire suppression systems

Strengthening of performance criteria and 
evidence guide with greater emphasis on work 
functions aligning to manufacturers’ proprietary 
system information. Installation element deleted 
and covered in units PRMPFES41A and 
PRMPFES42A.

 PRMPFES30B Inspect, test and 
maintain pre-engineered wet 
chemical fire suppression 
systems

Strengthening of performance criteria and 
evidence guide with greater emphasis on work 
functions aligning to manufacturers’ proprietary 
system information. Installation element deleted 
and covered in units PRMPFES41A and 
PRMPFES42A.

 PRMPFES31B Inspect, test and 
maintain pre-engineered water 
mist fire suppression systems

Strengthening of performance criteria and 
evidence guide with greater emphasis on work 
functions aligning to manufacturers’ proprietary 
system information.

 The development of common Asset Maintenance units of competency in the areas of OHS 
and customer service:
 PRMCMN201A Participate in Based on National Occupational Health and 
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workplace safety arrangements Safety Commission guideline standards. Now 
coded PRMPFES53A.

 PRMCMN202A Provide 
effective client service

Drawn from elements of original portable fire 
sector customer service units.

 PRMCMN301A Contribute to 
workplace safety arrangements

Based on National Occupational Health and 
Safety Commission guideline standards.

 PRMCMN402A Facilitate 
effective client relationships

New Asset Maintenance common unit.

 PRMCMN403A Facilitate 
effective teamwork

New Asset Maintenance common unit.

 PRMCMN404A Facilitate 
effective workplace 
relationships

New Asset Maintenance common unit.

 Rationalisation/splitting of some existing PRMPFESA units:
 PRMPFES32A Work 

effectively in the fire protection 
industry

Formed by collapsing two existing units – 
PRMPFES02A and PRMPFES12A covering 
non-technical introductory aspects of work in 
the industry.
May be suitable for company induction 
purposes or VET in Schools.

 PRMPFES37A Inspect and 
maintain fire hydrants

Hybrid unit (partly equivalent to PRMPFES23A 
Inspect and maintain fire hydrants and portable 
fire monitors).

 PRMPFES38A Inspect and 
maintain portable fire monitors

Hybrid unit (partly equivalent to PRMPFES23A 
Inspect and maintain fire hydrants and portable 
fire monitors).

 Importing elective units from BSB07 Business Services Training Package and the HLT07 
Health Training Package:
 BSBFLM312B Contribute to 

team effectiveness
Import from BSB07 encouraging generic 
frontline management skills for small team 
leaders.

 BSBFLM305C Support 
operational plan

Import from BSB07 encouraging generic 
frontline management skills for small team 
leaders.

 BSBFLM306C Provide 
workplace information and 
resourcing plans

Import from BSB07 encouraging generic 
frontline management skills for small team 
leaders.

 HLTFA301B Apply first aid Import from HLT07 encouraging generic skills 
training in first aid.
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Ozone depleting substances and synthetic greenhouse gases 
In response to community concerns about environmental issues arising from the use of ozone 
depleting substances and synthetic greenhouse gases, the federal government has passed 
legislation introducing a new regulatory framework for the handling of these gases. These 
changes will include the introduction of extinguishing agent handling licences. In anticipation 
of the full introduction of the regulatory changes, the commonwealth Department of 
Environment and Heritage commissioned a scoping study of all endorsed units of competency 
on the National Training Information Service to identify existing units that could be used to 
support the new licence categories or where additional units may be required. In a number of 
cases the scoping activity suggested changes to existing units of competency to ensure that 
they provided the necessary coverage. It was also found that a small number of additional 
units of competency would need to be developed. 
This review and development activity was undertaken during 2005 and 2006 and culminated 
in the new and revised units listed below being added to the Fire Protection Equipment sector 
of PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package. 

Revised units – code and title Replacing earlier version – code and title 

PRMPFES03C Safely move materials and 
loads in the workplace

PRMPFES03B Safely move materials and 
loads in the workplace

PRMPFES06C Prepare for installation and 
servicing operations

PRMPFES06B Prepare for installation and 
servicing operations

PRMPFES14C Service portable fire 
extinguishers in the workshop 

PRMPFES14B Service portable fire 
extinguishers in the workshop 

PRMPFES21C Service wheeled fire 
extinguishers in the workshop

PRMPFES21B Service wheeled fire 
extinguishers in the workshop

PRMPFES25C Inspect, test and maintain 
gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES25B Inspect and test gaseous fire 
suppression systems 

PRMPFES53A Participate in workplace 
safety arrangements

PRMCMN201A Participate in workplace 
safety arrangements

New units – code and title

PRMPFES43A Prevent ozone depleting substance and synthetic greenhouse gas 
emissions

PRMPFES44A Interpret installation requirements for gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES45A Install gaseous agent containers and actuation devices
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PRMPFES46A Decommission gaseous agent containers and actuation devices

PRMPFES47A Inspect and test control and indicating equipment

PRMPFES48A Receive and dispatch ozone depleting substance and synthetic 
greenhouse gas containers

PRMPFES49A Recover, reclaim and fill operations for ozone depleting substances and 
synthetic greenhouse gases 

PRMPFES50A Monitor storage operations for ozone depleting substances and 
synthetic greenhouse gases

PRMPFES51A Design gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES52A Prepare quotations for gaseous fire suppression system designs

Fire Protection Equipment qualifications packaging rationale
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that the servicing functions for fire 
protection equipment in the Australian workforce are primarily reflected in qualifications at 
Certificate II and Certificate III levels.
Elective streams at Certificate II level have emerged through the review process and 
repackaging of the qualification. This will allow candidates to specialise in field servicing, 
workshop operations or passive fire operations when undertaking a qualification at Certificate 
II level.
Further advice on the qualification for Fire Protection Equipment has not changed 
significantly since the endorsement of the standards in August 2000. The original Asset 
Maintenance Training Package (Portable Fire Equipment Servicing sector) provided the 
following advice with respect to the design of the qualifications:
The qualifications can be applied in all portable fire equipment servicing activities and also 
apply to a wide range of installation procedures relevant to portable fire equipment products. 
A limited range of installation procedures for various fire suppression systems is also covered 
which have application for a service technician with considerable field experience at 
Certificate III level.
The core units nominated in the qualification framework are common across the fire 
protection industry and are performed in all enterprises irrespective of size or specialisation. 
OHS is built into each unit where relevant to ensure the focus on safe and efficient work 
practices is maintained.
Specialist areas of installation and maintenance, standard workshop maintenance procedures 
and workplace trainer and assessor requirements are addressed as electives to allow 
candidates to select those areas relevant to their particular work needs.
The core units for Certificate II cover the basic skills and knowledge required for a person to 
operate safely in the workplace and the skills and knowledge required for the general 
installation and maintenance tasks encountered there.
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Certificate III addresses at elective level the specialist skills and knowledge associated with 
more complex installation and maintenance functions at a variety of customers’ premises. 
Included at this level are also units addressing basic overseeing skills and electives addressing 
workplace trainer and assessor skills.

Definitions relating to the work of fire protection equipment service 
operations from revised draft Australian Standards AS 1851 and FP22

1.5.23 Mobile 
Equipment

Machine capable of being readily moved about while in 
operation. It includes trucks, tractors, excavators, drills 
and the like.

1.5.30 Pre-engineered 
system

A fire protection system consisting of a supply of 
extinguishing agent of specified quantity coupled to 
pipework with a balanced nozzle arrangement up to a 
maximum permitted design. No deviation is permitted 
from the limits specified by the manufacturer and the 
listing body.

1.5.39 Transportable 
equipment

Equipment that from the nature of its use requires to be 
moved to a new position regularly between periods of 
operation. It includes pumps, generators, lighting towers, 
drills, high wall augers, mobile crushing plants and the 
like.

1.6.3 Inspection An examination of system components or equipment to 
establish correct settings, physical conditions, fitness for 
purpose and the like.

1.6.4 Maintenance The carrying out of inspections, test and preventative 
maintenance at specific intervals necessary to assure the 
continuing reliability of fire safety systems and equipment.

1.6.5 Preventative 
maintenance

The carrying out of repair or replacement of components 
to minimise the incidence of breakdown.

1.6.6 Rectification The repair or replacement of elements found to be 
defective or deficient by the process of inspection, testing 
and survey.

1.6.7 Repair The restoration of a system or component to an acceptable 
operation condition after damage or wear.

1.6.10 Testing A means of confirming correct operation of a system or 
component.
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School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry could be 
developed for components of Certificate II. At present no aspect of the Fire Protection 
Equipment qualifications are delivered under VET in Schools arrangements.

New apprenticeships
The fire protection equipment industry sector is keen to embrace new apprenticeships as a 
viable career entry point to the industry.
New apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualifications. New apprenticeship progression guidelines should recognise that the 
Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment) entry point encompasses 
aspects of Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment).

Language and literacy
The Fire Protection Equipment units of competency have been written using the principle of 
‘Plain English’. Workplace communication requirements are outlined in the underpinning 
skills section of each unit of competency.
The performance criteria of each Asset Maintenance sector-specific and common unit of 
competency have been written in active voice to aid readability.

Key competencies in the units of competency
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure complete information for assessment is available.

1.6 Licensing and regulatory arrangements

Inclusion of regulatory issues within the review of the Fire Protection 
Equipment standards
References to the prevailing regulatory framework have been written into every technical unit 
in the Fire Protection Equipment sector of PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package. 
Each unit contains the following instruction:
Performance and assessment of this unit must be carried out within the relevant requirements 
of the following legislative and industry framework:

 building Acts, regulations and codes
 Australian Standards identified as relevant to the work procedure
 environmental regulations
 manufacturer specifications
 organisational requirements, including OHS policies and procedures
 OHS legislation, codes and regulations.

In addition, some technical units contain the following advice in the unit descriptor:
Note: The service technician is not permitted to undertake any installation, replacement, 
maintenance and repair functions that are restricted to licensed trades or occupations (subject 
to relevant state and territory regulations).
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Current research indicates that in Queensland and Tasmania some work functions in the Fire 
Protection Equipment sector covered in PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package are 
covered by company registration/regulation and/or occupational licensing.
In 2002 ANTA produced a report A Licence to Skill that reviewed occupational licensing in a 
range of industry sectors. The fire protection industry has been examined in this report. The 
report recommends actions which could be taken by governments to eliminate conflicting 
regulatory requirements, establishing effective processes for the development of common sets 
of competency-based regulatory requirements and associated competency standards, and 
specific actions that could be taken for each of the industry areas examined.
For more information on this report go to the DEEWR website: www.deewr.gov.au.
Note: Candidates undertaking qualifications or training against specific units of competency 
for licensing purposes in the Fire Protection Equipment sector are advised to seek specific 
advice on licensing and regulation through their employer or the relevant regulatory authority.

Inclusion of ozone depleting substance and synthetic greenhouse gas 
regulatory issues within the review of the Fire Protection Equipment 
standards
As a result of changes arising from the Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas 
Legislation Amendment Act 2003, a number of extinguishing agent handling licences have 
been introduced. Further information about licensing requirements is available at 
www.fpaa.com.au.
All of the units of competency in the Fire Protection Equipment sector have been reviewed to 
ensure that they are compliant with the relevant new licensing categories. As a result of this 
process, six of the existing endorsed units of competency have been revised and recoded and 
ten new units of competency have been developed. This will ensure that people already 
working in the industry as well as new industry entrants seeking any of the extinguishing 
agent handling licences will have access to assessment and training services for the required 
units of competency.
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2.2 Fire Protection Equipment qualification flowchart
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2.7 Selection of units of competency (career planning)
There are some prerequisite units of competency contained in the Fire Protection Equipment 
sector of PRM04 Asset Maintenance Training Package. It should also be noted that some 
units are interdependent (or skill-related) and assessment of these may be undertaken 
concurrently.
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page .
Units defined as core units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate.
Fire Protection Equipment occupations
Typical Fire Protection Equipment occupations include:
Service technician
A service technician is responsible for service work pertaining to work involving inspection, 
testing and preventative maintenance of fire systems and portable fire equipment, and the 
installation and rectification of portable fire equipment. This individual typically would have 
competencies in Certificate II majoring in electives in their field of expertise. This may 
include electives from Certificate III.
Fire system technician
A fire system technician is responsible for service/installation work pertaining to work 
involving all facets of inspection, testing, maintenance, rectification, design, installation and 
commissioning of fire systems and portable fire equipment. This individual typically would 
have competencies in technical electives from the PRM30406 Certificate III in Asset 
Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment) and may also have other related trade qualifications 
in their field of expertise.

4.1 Packaging and alignment of standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Fire Protection Equipment sector
Title: PRM20406 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment)
To achieve Certificate II the candidate for recognition must have demonstrated competence in 
all 8 core units for Certificate II and:

 any 4 of the elective units available for Certificate II, or
 any 3 of the elective units available for Certificate II plus any 1 elective unit from those 

available in Group A from PRM30406 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Fire 
Protection Equipment).

Total units required for this qualification is 12.
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Core units

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service

PRMPFES03
C

Safely move materials and loads in the workplace

PRMPFES04
B

Identify fire protection equipment

PRMPFES05
B

Use portable firefighting equipment

PRMPFES06
C

Prepare for installation and servicing operations

PRMPFES07
B

Maintain quality of work and promote continuous improvement

PRMPFES32
A

Work effectively in the fire protection industry

PRMPFES53
A

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

Elective units

PRMPFES09
B

Service portable fire extinguishers and fire blankets in the field

PRMPFES10
B

Inspect, test and replace fire hose reels in the field

PRMPFES11
B

Install portable fire extinguishers, fire blankets and battery powered 
smoke alarms

PRMPFES14
C

Service portable fire extinguishers in the workshop

PRMPFES15
B

Service delivery lay flat fire hoses in the workshop

PRMPFES16
B

Inspect and service delivery lay flat fire hoses and nozzles in the field

PRMPFES18
B

Hydrostatic test portable and wheeled CO2 fire extinguishers
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PRMPFES19
B

Install and service portable foam liquid proportioning equipment

PRMPFES20
B

Service wheeled fire extinguishers in the field

PRMPFES21
C

Service wheeled fire extinguishers in the workshop

PRMPFES33
A

Identify fire and smoke doors

PRMPFES35
A

Inspect and test hinged fire and smoke doors 

PRMPFES37
A

Inspect and maintain fire hydrants 

PRMPFES36
A

Identify passive fire and smoke containment products and systems

PRMPFES39
A

Inspect and test passive fire and smoke containment products and 
systems

PRMPFES43
A

Prevent ozone depleting substance and synthetic greenhouse gas 
emissions

PRMPFES47
A

Inspect and test control and indicating equipment

PRMPFES48
A 

Receive and dispatch ozone depleting substance and synthetic 
greenhouse gas containers

PRMPFES49
A 

Recover, reclaim and fill operations for ozone depleting substances 
and synthetic greenhouse gases

PRMPFES50
A 

Monitor storage operations for ozone depleting substances and 
synthetic greenhouse gases

Title: PRM30406 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Fire Protection Equipment)
To achieve Certificate III the candidate must have demonstrated competence in all 9 core 
units and 7 elective units for Certificate III of which:

 3 units are selected from the Certificate II elective units bank
 3 units are selected from the Group A elective units bank
 1 unit is selected from the Group B elective units bank.

Total units required for this qualification is 16.
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Core units

PRMCMN30
1A

Contribute to workplace safety arrangements 

PRMCMN40
2A

Facilitate effective client relationships 

PRMPFES03
C

Safely move materials and loads in the workplace 

PRMPFES04
B

Identify fire protection equipment 

PRMPFES05
B

Use portable firefighting equipment 

PRMPFES06
C

Prepare for installation and servicing operations 

PRMPFES07
B

Maintain quality of work and promote continuous improvement

PRMPFES22
B

Oversee operations to meet safety and quality standards

PRMPFES32
A

Work effectively in the fire protection industry

Group A elective units

PRMPFES24
B

Inspect and maintain portable foam generating equipment

PRMPFES25
C

Inspect, test and maintain gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES26
B

Inspect, test and maintain emergency/exit lighting systems

PRMPFES27
B

Inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered aqueous fire suppression 
systems

PRMPFES28
B

Install light vehicle foam fire suppression systems

PRMPFES29
B

Inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered powder fire suppression 
systems
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PRMPFES30
B

Inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered wet chemical fire suppression 
systems

PRMPFES31
B

Inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered water mist fire suppression 
systems

PRMPFES34
A

Install hinged fire and smoke doors 

PRMPFES38
A

Inspect and maintain portable fire monitors

PRMPFES40
A

Install passive fire and smoke containment systems

PRMPFES41
A

Install pre-engineered fixed plant fire suppression systems

PRMPFES42
A

Install, inspect, test and maintain pre-engineered fire system for 
transportable equipment 

PRMPFES44
A 

Interpret installation requirements for gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES45
A 

Install gaseous agent containers and actuation devices

PRMPFES46
A 

Decommission gaseous agent containers and actuation devices

PRMPFES51
A 

Design gaseous fire suppression systems

PRMPFES52
A 

Prepare quotations for gaseous fire suppression system designs

Group B elective units

BSBFLM305
C

Support operational plan

BSBFLM306
C

Provide workplace information and resourcing plans

BSBFLM312
B

Contribute to team effectiveness

PRMCMN40
3A

Facilitate effective teamwork 
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PRMCMN40
4A

Facilitate effective workplace relationships 

PRMPFES17
B

Contribute to the training and assessment needs of the team

HLTFA301B Apply first aid

TAAASS401
C

Plan and organise assessment

TAAASS402
C

Assess competence 

TAAASS404
B

Participate in assessment validation

TAADEL301
C

Provide training through instruction and demonstration of work skills

Industry Overview - Fire Safety Systems Inspection

1.5 Scope and Development of the Training Package for the Fire 
Safety Systems Inspection Sector
Formal qualifications or national competency standards related to the role of Fire Safety 
Systems Inspectors have not existed in the Fire Safety Systems industry sector. New and 
existing regulatory requirements are a major focus of this sector.
Competency standards for Fire Safety Systems provide a vocational pathway for this industry 
sector. Fire Safety Systems Inspection competency standards have been developed in a 
manner that maximises common ground for the vocations that are encompassed by this sector, 
in the interests of flexible career paths.

Fire Safety Systems Inspection qualifications
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that Fire Safety Systems Inspection 
functions in the workforce are primarily reflected in qualifications at Certificate IV level.

School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry may be 
developed from components of related courses and qualifications.

New Apprenticeships
The Fire Safety Systems Inspection sector is keen to embrace New Apprenticeships as a 
viable career entry point to the industry.
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New Apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualification. New Apprenticeship progression guidelines should recognise the Certificate IV 
in Asset Maintenance (Fire Safety Systems Inspection) as an entry point.

Language and literacy
Language and literacy skills required must be at a level suited to study for a Certificate IV 
qualification.

Key competencies in the standards
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure the complete information for assessment is available.

1.6 Licensing and Regulatory Arrangements
New and existing licensing and regulatory requirements are a major focus of the Fire Safety 
Systems Inspection sector. Industry standards that apply to the Certificate IV in Asset 
Maintenance (Fire Safety Systems Inspection) include:

 Australian petroleum industries requirements
 Australian Standards, technical specifications and policy guidelines
 Building Code of Australia
 dangerous goods regulations
 enterprise operating procedures
 environmental regulations
 federal/state/territory government building codes and regulations
 industry/workplace codes of practice
 local council building codes, regulations and building surveyor requirements
 product and manufacturers’ technical manuals
 Standards Australia.
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2.2 Fire Safety Systems Inspection Qualification Flowchart
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2.7 Selection of Units (Career Planning)
The model adopted by the industry avoids the use of co-requisite and prerequisite groupings 
of units, although it should be noted that some units are interdependent and assessment of 
these may be undertaken concurrently.
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page .
Units defined as ‘core’ units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate. Fire Safety Systems Inspection 
occupations can include quality control for fire protection installers and tasks within the 
building approval regulatory process.

4.1 Packaging and Alignment of Standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Fire Safety Systems Inspection 
Sector
Title: PRM40704 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance 
(Fire Safety Systems Inspection)
To achieve recognition at Certificate IV level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 9 core units plus 3 elective units (total of 12 units).

Core units

PRMFSSI01A Communicate effectively with fire safety systems personnel

PRMFSSI02A Identify fire safety system inspection requirements

PRMFSSI03A Review pre-installation fire safety system documentation

PRMFSSI04A Assess fire safety system documentation for compliance

PRMFSSI05A Identify, locate and match installed fire safety system to 
documentation

PRMFSSI06A Follow on-site occupational health and safety requirements

PRMFSSI07A Validate commissioning test data against performance documentation

PRMFSSI08A Validate installation, testing and maintenance of fire safety systems
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PRMFSSI09A Negotiate and resolve issues regarding non-compliance of fire safety 
systems

Choose a minimum of 2 elective units from those listed in the table below and 1 elective unit 
from any endorsed Training Package qualification aligned at the Certificate IV level.

Elective units

BSBFIA402A Report on financial activity

BSBITS401A Maintain business technology

BSBMKG507A Interpret market trends and developments

BSBSMB401A Establish legal and risk management requirements of small business

BSBSMB402A Plan small business finances

BSBSMB403A Market the small business

BSBSMB404A Undertake small business planning

BSBSMB405A Monitor and manage small business operations

BSBSMB406A Manage small business finances

PUAFIR314A Utilise installed fire safety systems

PUAFIR404A Inspect dangerous goods facilities

PUAFIR405A Collect, analyse and provide regulatory information

PUAPOL016A Manage risk

TAAASS401C Plan and organise assessment

TAAASS402C Assess competence

TAAASS404B Participate in assessment validation

TAADEL301C Provide training through instruction and demonstration of work skills
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Industry Overview - Pest Management

1.5 Scope and Development of the Training Package for the Pest 
Management Sector
National competency standards for Pest Management provide a vocational pathway for this 
industry sector. The Pest Management competency standards have been developed to cover 
the work performed by the pest management industry in managing pests in urban and rural 
environments but excluding the management of pests for agricultural purposes.
The Pest Management standards were developed by industry and first endorsed in 1995. In 
1998, with the introduction of Training Packages, the Pest Management standards were 
revised and included in the first version of the Asset Maintenance Training Package 
(PRM98).
A condition of the endorsement of all Training Packages is that they are reviewed towards the 
later part of their three-year life. The Phase 1 Review of the Asset Maintenance Training 
Package was undertaken in 2001. The Review made a number of recommendations that 
applied to the Training Package generally and a number of pest management industry-specific 
recommendations. Overall, industry was very supportive of the Pest Management standards 
but also there was a strong desire to make further improvements to the standards, building on 
past experience and changing industry demands.
The Pest Management standards contained in the Asset Maintenance Training Package 
(PRM04) reflect a process of continuous improvement since the introduction of the initial 
industry standards and the result of extensive industry consultation and input.
Pest Management competency standards have been developed in a manner that maximises 
common ground for all the vocations that are encompassed by this sector, in the interests of 
flexible career paths.

Pest Management qualifications
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that Pest Management functions in 
the workforce are reflected in qualifications at Certificate III and Certificate IV levels.

Qualifications packaging rationale
Each qualification lists clearly all the units of competency required for that particular 
qualification. This means, for example, that the core units of competency required for a 
Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management – Technical) also appear as core units 
of competency for a Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management).
This ‘embedding’ or ‘nesting’ has been done for two reasons:
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 to articulate the complete range of skills required to achieve each qualification rather than 
relying on references to prerequisites or entry requirements for each successive 
qualification, and

 to ensure that the higher level qualification focusing on management and supervisory 
skills also contains the required ‘hands on’ practical and technical skills.

School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry may be 
developed to meet a specific industry requirement, although the Pest Management industry 
does not typically recruit school-leavers.

New Apprenticeships
The Pest Management Industry Sector has recognised New Apprenticeships as a viable career 
entry point to the industry.
New Apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualifications.

Language and literacy
The Pest Management standards have been written using the active voice to help facilitate 
understanding and, wherever possible, industry-specific technical terms have been used 
consistently and are also described in the Range Statement of the relevant unit(s).
RTOs may wish to develop further resources to assist in the delivery of the Pest Management 
standards.

Key competencies in the standards
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure the complete information for assessment is available.

1.6 Licensing and Regulatory Arrangements
Selected units of competency in the Pest Management sector have been identified and agreed 
as providing the basis for a nationally uniform statutory licensing system. These units are:

 PRMPM05B Modify environment to manage pests
 PRMPM06B Apply pesticide to manage pests
 PRMPM11B Conduct fumigation
 PRMPM18B Maintain an equipment and chemical storage area.

In addition to the above units being part of the national licensing system, the Queensland 
Building Services Authority requires the following units for licensing for people working with 
timber pests:
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 PRMPM08B Inspect and report on timber pests
 PRMPM10B Control timber pests.

To satisfy the licensing arrangements, RTOs must meet the regulatory requirements of their 
state/territory. Contact your local regulatory agency to confirm jurisdictional requirements 
and ensure that training delivers a national outcome consistent with: regulatory arrangements 
that currently apply in the state/territory in which the training is delivered.
In addition to specific licensing requirements for working in the Pest Management industry, 
companies and personnel engaged in Pest Management are covered by legislation or 
regulations concerning aspects of their activities, including environmental, industrial and 
occupational health and safety matters.
Issues concerning the impact of these regulatory requirements have been integrated in the 
performance criteria of the relevant units and must be reflected in the assessment process.

State/territory contacts

ITAB/ISC Licensing Authority State Training 
Authority

ACT Not applicable www.tams.act.gov.au
(02) 6207 5311

www.det.act.gov.au

NSW www.citab.com.au
(02) 9987 4027

www.workcover.nsw.go
v.au
13 10 50

www.vetab.nsw.gov.au

NT www.sitac.com.au
(08) 8942 1651

www.nt.gov.au/health
(08) 8922 7341

www.nt.gov.au

QLD www.isalliance.org.au www.health.qld.gov.au
(07) 3234 0938

www.bsa.qld.gov.au
1300 272 272

www.training.qld.gov.au

SA www.bsisb.com.au www.health.sa.gov.au
(08) 8226 7137

www.dfeest.sa.gov.au

TAS Not applicable www.dpiw.tas.gov.au
(03) 6336 5332

www.skills.tas.gov.au

VIC www.bsv.org.au
(03) 9329 4777

www.health.vic.gov.au www.skills.vic.gov.au

WA www.fpbsitc.com.au
(08) 9226 4717

www.health.wa.gov.au www.det.wa.gov.au/train
ing

National www.cpsisc.com.au
(02) 6253 0002
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2.2 Pest Management Qualification Flowchart
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2.7 Selection of Units (Career Planning)
The model adopted by the industry does not use co-requisite groupings of units and it has only 
one prerequisite unit. However, it should be noted that qualifications are nested. This means, 
for example, that the core units of competency required for a Certificate III in Asset 
Maintenance (Pest Management – Technical) also appear as core units of competency for a 
Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management).
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page 15.
Units defined as ‘core’ units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate. Typical Pest Management 
occupations include pest management technician, pest management supervisor, pest 
management business owner/manager and pest management administrator.

4.1 Packaging and Alignment of Standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Pest Management Sector
Title: PRM30204 Certificate III in Asset Maintenance 
(Pest Management – Technical)
To achieve recognition at Certificate III level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 11 core units plus 2 elective units (total of 13 units).

Core units

PRMCMN30
2A

Respond to client inquiries and complaints

PRMPM02B Assess pest management options

PRMPM05B Modify environment to manage pests

PRMPM06B Apply pesticide to manage pests

PRMPM07B Implement a pest management plan

PRMPM09B Advise client on pest management options

PRMPM17B Repair and maintain service equipment 

PRMPM18B Maintain an equipment and chemical storage area
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PRMPM26B Select and obtain pest management equipment and materials

PRMPM28B Organise and operate a pest management vehicle 

PRMPM43A Prepare and present a pest management submission including quotation

Elective units

BSBHRM402
A

Recruit, select and induct staff

BSBSMB407
A

Manage a small team

PRMPM08B Inspect and report on timber pests

PRMPM10B Control timber pests

PRMPM11B Conduct fumigation 

PRMPM19B Organise and monitor pest management operations

PRMPM29B Plan and schedule pest management operations

PRMPM42A Install physical termite barriers

TAADEL301
C

Provide training through instruction and demonstration of work skills

Title: PRM40209 Certificate IV in Asset Maintenance (Pest Management)
To achieve recognition at Certificate IV level, the candidate for recognition must demonstrate 
competency in all 15 core units plus 7 elective units (total of 22 units).

Core units

BSBSMB402
A

Plan small business finances

BSBSMB404
A

Undertake small business planning

PRMCMN30
2A

Respond to client inquiries and complaints

PRMPM02B Assess pest management options

PRMPM05B Modify environment to manage pests
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PRMPM06B Apply pesticide to manage pests

PRMPM07B Implement a pest management plan

PRMPM09B Advise client on pest management options

PRMPM17B Repair and maintain service` equipment 

PRMPM18B Maintain an equipment and chemical storage area

PRMPM26B Select and obtain pest management equipment and materials

PRMPM27B Manage pest management operations risk 

PRMPM28B Organise and operate a pest management vehicle 

PRMPM29B Plan and schedule pest management operations

PRMPM43A Prepare and present a pest management submission including quotation

Elective units

BSBHRM401
A

Review human resources functions

BSBHRM402
A

Recruit, select and induct staff

BSBINN301
A

Promote innovation in a team environment

BSBSMB403
A

Market the small business

BSBSMB405
A

Monitor and manage small business operations

BSBSMB406
A

Manage small business finances

BSBSMB407
A

Manage a small team

PRMCMN40
2A

Facilitate effective client relationships

PRMPM22B Develop and review company policies and procedures

PRMPM35B Manage assets
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TAADEL301
C

Provide training through instruction and demonstration of work skills

Industry Overview - Waste Management

1.5 Scope and Development of the Training Package for the 
Waste Management Sector
National competency standards for Waste Management provide a vocational pathway for this 
industry sector. While the terminology in the Waste Management competency standards is 
consistent with the technical language within the Waste Management industry, it is important 
to note that language and terminology varies (from company to company and from 
state/territory to state/territory).
Waste Management competency standards have been developed in a manner that maximises 
common ground for all the vocations that are encompassed by this sector, in the interests of 
flexible career paths.

Waste Management qualifications
In the packaging of the units of competency, it was found that Waste Management functions 
in the workforce are primarily reflected in qualifications at Certificate II, Certificate III and 
Certificate IV levels.

Qualifications packaging rationale
Waste Management qualifications have been packaged in a manner that reflects the industry’s 
vocational structure and maximises choice of competency standards, without compromising 
the essential vocational requirements for this sector. Core units are a combination of 
waste/environmental specific and essential generic skills such as communication, 
occupational health and safety and supervisory at Certificate IV. Flexibility has been built into 
the elective units. ‘Waste-specific electives’ enable the user to meet immediate waste 
vocational needs and the ‘open electives’ enable choice on generic employability and 
vocational needs.

Vocational application of qualifications

The abovementioned qualifications may relate to the following vocations in the Waste 
Management industry.

Certificate II
Occupational profiles

Certificate III
Occupational profiles

Certificate IV
Occupational profiles

Light vehicle driver
Plant treatment 
operator
Waste management 
site operator
Waste assessment 

Communications room operator
Customer service worker
Heavy vehicle driver (compactor 
and tanker)
Waste management 
adviser/salesperson

Manager
Landfill supervisor
Incinerator plant supervisor
Site waste manager
Administrative supervisor
Waste management education 
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Certificate II
Occupational profiles

Certificate III
Occupational profiles

Certificate IV
Occupational profiles

worker
Waste dispatcher
Landfill operator
Incinerator operator
Recycling line 
operator

Landfill leading hand
Waste management leading hand
Waste management education 
officer

manager
Driver supervisor
Recycling plant supervisor
Waste assessment team 
supervisor
Salesperson supervisor

School to work programs
New opportunities for competency-based, school-to-work entry to the industry may be 
developed for components of Certificate II.
VET in schools Waste Management qualifications should be based on flexible application of 
the Training Package qualifications (that is, incorporate Statements of Attainment for partial 
completion of the Certificate II qualification).
Unit PRMWM101A Prepare for work in the waste management industry, is ideally suited to 
VET in Schools application.

New Apprenticeships
The Waste Management industry sector is keen to embrace New Apprenticeships as a viable 
career entry point to the industry.
New Apprenticeships in this industry may utilise a flexible approach to the Training Package 
qualifications. New Apprenticeship progression guidelines should recognise that the 
Certificate III in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management) entry point encompasses aspects of 
Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management).

Language and literacy
The language used in the Waste Management competency standards is simple English (apart 
from the industry technical terminology) and has been written in the active voice. Support 
material is available from Australian Training Products and Property Services Training, and 
RTOs may develop their own material to further assist with the delivery of the Waste 
Management competency standards.

Key competencies in the standards
The key competencies have been identified and incorporated at the end of each unit of 
competency to ensure the complete information for assessment is available.
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1.6 Licensing and Regulatory Arrangements
Waste management facilities (landfills, transfer stations, material recovery facilities, waste 
processing plants, some transport systems, etc) are licensed in each state/territory by the 
respective environment protection authority. These licences place restrictions on the amount 
of material that can be received, the types of material that can be received, and the emissions 
that are permitted to the receiving environment. Licences are for specific facilities and in the 
name of the owner/operator (company).
In addition, companies and personnel engaged in Waste Management are covered by 
legislation or regulations concerning aspects of their activities, including environmental, 
industrial and occupational health and safety matters.
Issues concerning the impact of regulatory requirements have been integrated into the 
performance criteria of the relevant units and must be reflected in the assessment process.
In Australia, there are no licensing requirements for individuals working in the Waste 
Management sector.
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2.2 Waste Management Qualification Flowchart
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2.7 Selection of Units (Career Planning)
The model adopted by the industry avoids the use of co-requisite and prerequisite groupings 
of units, although it should be noted that some units are interdependent and assessment of 
these may be undertaken concurrently in clusters.
The selection of units for assessment and the sequencing of training and assessments, 
especially where these form part of a formal course of study, are matters that need to be 
carefully negotiated with the RTO at an enterprise level. In this case, assessors need to take 
the industry packaging advice under 2.3 Packaging Advice on page .
Units defined as ‘core’ units provide common ground across the industry for training, 
assessment and recognition activities. Elective units take into account individual or enterprise 
variations and requirements, and provide for flexibility in course design, delivery and 
assessment.
Various combinations of core and elective units may be required, depending on the particular 
occupational or service niche occupied by the candidate.

4.1 Packaging and Alignment of Standards to the Australian 
Qualifications Framework – Waste Management Sector
The following tables list the competency standards that comprise the qualifications for the 
Waste Management sector of the Asset Maintenance Training Package. Also note the 
recommendations in section 3.8 ‘Qualification Customisation Within and Outside the 
Training Package’.

PRM20509 Certificate II in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management)
To achieve Certificate II, the candidate for recognition must have demonstrated competency 
against all 6 specified core units and 5 elective units.
Of the elective units:

 a minimum of 2 must be from Elective list A: Waste-specific units
 a maximum of 2 elective units may be chosen from any other approved Training Package, 

at level or above, as long as they contribute to a valid, industry supported vocational 
outcome and are not the same or similar to any of the units listed in either Elective list A: 
Waste-specific units or Elective list B: Non-specific industry-related units

 the remaining elective units may be chosen from Elective list A: Waste-specific units and 
Elective list B: Non-specific industry-related units.

Core units

BSBSUS201
A

Participate in environmentally sustainable work practices

PRMCMN20
1A

Participate in workplace safety arrangements

PRMCMN20
2A

Provide effective client service 
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PRMWM11B Respond to waste emergency

PRMWM44B Identify wastes and hazards

PRMWM101
A

Prepare for work in the waste management industry

Elective list A: Waste-specific units

PRMWM02B Carry out waste audit

PRMWM05B Identify and segregate waste

PRMWM06B Organise waste recovery

PRMWM13B Receive waste

PRMWM14B Manually sort waste

PRMWM15B Move waste using load shifting equipment

PRMWM16B Operate waste processing plant

PRMWM17B Store waste

PRMWM18B Dispatch processed waste

PRMWM19B Prepare waste for re-use

PRMWM20B Place and compact waste

PRMWM21B Cover waste

PRMWM23B Maintain disposal site

PRMWM38B Process waste

PRMWM42B Follow relevant environmental policies and procedures when 
transporting waste

PRMWM51B Dispose of waste water to sewer

PRMWM63A Apply safe operational practices to vehicle contact with overhead wires

RTE2506A Assess and receive raw materials for composting

RTE2507A Recognise raw materials, production processes and products on a 
composting site
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Elective list B: Non-specific industry-related units

BCCCM2002
B

Use small plant and equipment

BSBITU201
A

Produce simple word processed documents

BSBITU202
A

Create and use spreadsheets

BSBWOR203
A

Work effectively with others

HLTFA301B Apply first aid

PRMWM34B Maintain an equipment and consumables storage area

PRMWM37B Conduct minor maintenance and repairs on waste processing 
plant/equipment

TLIB307C Carry out vehicle servicing and maintenance

TLIB407C Carry out vehicle inspection

TLIC107C Drive vehicle

TLIC207C Drive light rigid vehicle

TLIC307C Drive medium rigid vehicle

TLID307D Handle dangerous goods/hazardous substances

TLID407C Load and unload goods/cargo

TLID1607C Load and unload explosives and dangerous goods

TLID2107C Use specialised bulk transfer equipment (dry)

TLIE707B Use communication systems
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Information on the Cleaning Operations Sector of the Asset 
Maintenance Training Package
The six industry sectors covered by the Training Package are:

 Carpet Cleaning
 Cleaning Operations
 Fire Protection Equipment
 Fire Safety Systems Inspection
 Pest Management
 Waste Management.

These sectors have each been developed over a number of years. The Cleaning Operations 
and Pest Management sectors were the original industry sectors included in the Asset 
Maintenance Training Package. Fire Protection Equipment and Waste Management were 
included at a later date. Carpet Cleaning and Fire Safety Systems Inspection were included as 
part of the redevelopment of the Asset Maintenance Training Package.
The Asset Maintenance Training Package has developed a number of units of competency for 
customer services and occupational health and safety functions that are common to all 
industry sectors within the Training Package. These units are identified with the code 
PRMCMN***A.
Similarly, where possible, other industry or cross-industry standards have been packaged into 
these qualifications in the interests of national recognition. For example, Business Services 
units have been adopted when administrative competencies are required and some Frontline 
Management units have been adopted to cover managerial requirements.
The sectors will stand alone and be useful as they are currently developed and packaged. 
Under review, however, advice will be taken in identifying unnecessary overlap.
Comment on implementation should be documented for the review as the standards are used 
within industry. This information will be needed to reach national agreement between 
stakeholders on a further refined set of industry standards.

1.2 What is a Training Package?

Introduction
Training Packages are a key feature of VET in Australia. They are part of the National 
Training Framework that aims to make training and regulatory arrangements simple, flexible 
and relevant to the needs of industry.
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 Training Packages are developed by industry for industry
The Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) funds 
national Industry Skills Councils (ISCs) to develop Training Packages. Extensive consultation 
occurs during development to ensure that the Training Package is relevant and useable. And 
before the completed Training Package is endorsed for use, the developer or ISC must 
validate it and show that it has broad industry support.

 Training Packages encourage training at work
Training may occur at the workplace, off the job, at a training organisation, during regular 
work, or through work experience, work placement or work simulation. Usually it involves a 
combination of these methods, depending on what suits the learner and the type of learning 
and particular vocational outcome.

 Training Packages provide many pathways to competency
Australians can achieve vocational competency in many ways. Training Packages 
acknowledge this by emphasising what the learner can do, not how or where they learned to 
do it. For example, some experienced workers might be able to demonstrate competency 
against the standards and gain a qualification without completing a formal training course.

1.3 Training Package Components
A Training Package comprises two components: endorsed material and support materials. 
The National Training Quality Council oversees the endorsed component.

Endorsed materials
Endorsed components of a Training Package consist of three parts: competency standards, 
national qualifications and assessment guidelines. Each of these components is outlined 
below.
1 Competency standards provide an industry benchmark for training and assessment. 
They specify the scope of knowledge and skills to be covered in the Training Package. They 
enable enterprises to accurately define particular roles within industry and are a useful guide 
when designing job classifications, workplace appraisal and skill development. They are the 
basis for designing VET courses and assessment approaches for delivery off the job by 
registered training providers.
Key features
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 Each unit of competency identifies a discrete workplace requirement.
 Units incorporate the knowledge and skills that underpin competency. They encompass 

relevant values and attitudes, language, literacy and numeracy, and occupational health 
and safety requirements.

 Key competencies are identified at the unit or qualification level.
 Units are flexible in how they can be applied, but they are sufficiently detailed to guide 

RTOs and assessors, and to provide consistent outcomes.

2 National qualifications within the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) are 
awarded when a learner (who might be an employee) has been assessed as achieving a 
combination of units of competency that provides a meaningful outcome at an industry or 
enterprise level. Each qualification consists of a number of core and/or elective units of 
competency that industry representatives consider workers require to perform a particular job. 
Where an individual achieves one or more units of competency without completing a 
qualification, a Statement of Attainment is issued that recognises their achievement.
Key features

 Each qualification (comprising specified units of competency) is aligned directly against 
the AQF.

 The qualifications covered within a Training Package may range from Certificate I to 
Advanced diploma and will include the national title for each qualification.

 New Apprenticeship pathways will be identified within the Training Package.
 The qualification will display the Nationally Recognised Training logo.

A Statement of Attainment is issued to individuals who have been assessed and deemed 
competent against a unit of competency. Statements of Attainment issued by one RTO must 
be recognised by other RTOs. Accrual of specified Statements of Attainment can eventually 
lead to a learner meeting all the requirements of a qualification.
Key features

 Statements of Attainment will identify the units of competency for which the individual 
has been assessed and is deemed competent by the RTO.

 They will display the Nationally Recognised Training logo.
 They will identify the RTO.

3 Assessment guidelines provide a framework for accurate, reliable and valid 
assessment of the applicable competency standards. They ensure that all assessments are 
thorough, consistent and valid. They provide important quality assurance in the issuing of 
qualifications.
Endorsed components of a Training Package may be complemented and supported by the 
development of optional learning strategies, assessment tools and professional development 
materials.

Support materials
Support materials to be used in conjunction with a Training Package can be produced by 
RTOs, private and commercial developers, DEEWR or State Training Authorities. They can 
consist of:
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 learning strategies/delivery guides that assist training providers to design specific training 
programs that will help trainees attain the required competencies

 assessment materials that can be used by assessors to gather sufficient evidence of 
competency to make reliable judgements about whether a person has met the required 
competency standard

 professional development materials that provide information, hints and resources for 
trainers and assessors that will help them successfully implement the Training Package.

RTOs will usually develop their own supporting resources. They can also draw upon any 
other resources developed specifically to support the Training Package.

Support materials that have passed successfully through the official ‘noting’ process can use 
the official logo to indicate that they meet specified quality criteria. The logo is depicted here.
Noted support materials are listed on the National Training Information Service (NTIS), 
together with a detailed description and information on their availability and the type of 
product. NTIS can be located on www.ntis.gov.au.
Although the noting process has been adopted as a guide to quality-assured supporting 
resources, it is not compulsory for RTOs to submit their support resources to DEEWR. They 
are at liberty to use whatever resources are available to them to meet the requirements of a 
qualification or a unit of competency.

1.4 General Information
The components of an endorsed Training Package are illustrated in the following diagram.

Supporting resources are generally produced to directly relate to a single or multiple units of 
competency, industry sector, qualification or the total Training Package. They tend to fall into 
one or more of the categories illustrated below.
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Version control
DEEWR has a system for tracking changes across subsequent editions of Training Packages 
and their constituent components. Anyone using a Training Package should follow DEEWR’s 
recommended procedure for determining the currency of the information in their edition.

Training Package

Each Training Package has been assigned a unique five-character code, for example PRM04. 
The final two characters (the version identifier) represent the year the Training Package was 
initially endorsed. Units of competency and qualifications originating in that Training 
Package will have their own longer codes, which will commence with the first three letters of 
the Training Package code (PRM in this example).

Units of competency

Whereas the first three characters of the code assigned signify the Training Package, the last 
character will always be a letter representing the version identifier. The code for a unit of 
competency is assigned when the initial Training Package is endorsed, or when new sectors or 
new units are added to an existing endorsed Training Package. A typical code consists of up 
to 12 characters. These characters normally consist of a mixture of capital letters and 
numbers. A typical style of code may be PRMCMN201A. The first three characters are 
always letters and are the same letters used to code the original Training Package of which the 
unit was part. In the example, the code for the original Training Package commenced with 
PRM. The last letter (A) in the unit of competency code is the letter used for the version 
control. The ‘A’ indicates that this is the original unit.
If one lot of changes has been incorporated since the unit was first endorsed, but without any 
change to the unit outcomes, the version identifier will be a ‘B’. The different version 
identifier usually means that minor changes have been incorporated without affecting the 
overall unit outcome. Typically this would mean that wording has changed in the range 
statement or the evidence guide, providing clearer intent. The next batch of minor changes 
would result in a ‘C’, and so on throughout the life of the unit.
Any letters or numbers (this can be up to eight characters) between the first three characters 
and the version control letter are assigned by the developer of the unit and may relate to an 
industry sector, function or skill area.
Where changes are incorporated that alter the unit outcome, a new code is assigned and 
changes are made to the unit title.
Differences in the version identifier of units of competency on Statements of Attainment 
issued by RTOs are not significant, as outcomes of the unit have not changed significantly.
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Qualifications

All qualifications are assigned a unique eight-character code. The last two characters (version 
identifier) are always numbers and represent the year in which the qualification was endorsed. 
In all instances, qualifications included and endorsed in the original Training Package have an 
identical version identifier to those of the originating Training Package. In cases where 
qualifications are added after the initial endorsement of the Training Package, they are 
assigned a version identifier denoting the year they were endorsed.

Review date
On the title page and in the footer of each Training Package page there is reference to a 
review date. This date is determined at the time of endorsement of the Training Package and 
indicates when the Training Package is to be reviewed in the light of changing technologies, 
circumstances, industrial relations, etc. The review date is not to be regarded as an expiry 
date, as the Training Package and its components remain current until they are reviewed or 
replaced.

SECTION 2: QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK

SECTION 2: QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK

2.1 What is the Australian Qualifications Framework?
The Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) is a national framework for all education 
and training qualifications in Australia. There are 12 qualifications in the AQF. Six of these 
are relevant to the VET sector. The 12 qualifications are listed in the following table.

Schools sector VET sector Higher Education sector

Senior secondary certificate 
of education

Advanced diploma
Diploma
Certificate IV
Certificate III
Certificate II
Certificate I

Doctoral degree
Masters degree
Graduate diploma
Graduate certificate
Bachelor degree
Advanced diploma
Diploma

This categorisation of qualifications into these three sectors is in some ways misleading. In 
practice it is not unusual for the Schools sector to be delivering Certificates I or higher, for the 
VET sector to deliver Graduate certificates and for the Higher Education sector to be involved 
in delivery of Certificate IV.
The adoption of the AQF for all vocational education and training ensures national 
consistency for all trainees, students, employers and providers in the VET sector. It permits 
national recognition of competency, based on endorsed competency standards. Competency is 
assessed in accordance with the endorsed assessment guidelines.
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Statement of Attainment
Where competence has been achieved in accordance with the endorsed standards, but does not 
meet the requirements of a qualification, a Statement of Attainment can be issued for the 
competencies successfully achieved. These can be combined with any additional 
competencies achieved later. Together they will build towards the awarding of a qualification. 
RTOs must recognise the achievement of competencies recorded on a Statement of 
Attainment issued by another RTO.

AQF level descriptors

Certificate I
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:

 demonstrate knowledge by recall in a narrow range of areas
 demonstrate basic practical skills, such as the use of relevant tools
 perform a sequence of routine tasks under clear direction
 receive and pass on messages or information.

Certificate II
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:

 demonstrate basic operational knowledge in a moderate range of areas
 apply a defined range of skills
 apply known solutions to a limited range of predictable problems
 perform a range of tasks where choice between a limited range of options is required
 assess and record information from varied sources
 take limited responsibility for their own outputs in work and learning.

Certificate III
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:

 demonstrate some relevant theoretical knowledge
 apply a range of well-developed skills
 apply known solutions to a variety of predictable problems
 perform processes that require a range of well-developed skills where some discretion and 

judgement is required
 interpret available information using discretion and judgement
 take responsibility for their own outputs in work and learning
 take limited responsibility for the output of others.

Certificate IV
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:
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 demonstrate understanding of a broad knowledge base incorporating some theoretical 
concepts

 apply solutions to a defined range of unpredictable problems
 identify and apply skill and knowledge areas to a wide variety of contexts, in some cases 

in depth
 identify, analyse and evaluate information from a variety of sources
 take responsibility for their own outputs in relation to specified quality standards
 take limited responsibility for the quantity and quality of the output of others.

Diploma
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:

 demonstrate understanding of a broad knowledge base incorporating theoretical concepts, 
in some cases in substantial depth

 analyse and plan approaches to technical problems or management requirements
 transfer and apply theoretical concepts and/or technical or creative skills to a range of 

situations
 evaluate information, using it in forecasting for planning or research purposes
 take responsibility for their own outputs in relation to broad quantity and quality 

parameters
 take some responsibility for the achievement of group outcomes.

Advanced diploma
The worker will normally be engaged in a workplace in which they:

 demonstrate understanding of specialised knowledge with depth in some areas
 analyse, diagnose, design and execute judgements across a broad range of technical or 

management functions
 generate ideas through the analysis of information and concepts at an abstract level
 demonstrate a command of wide-ranging, highly specialised technical, creative or 

conceptual skills
 demonstrate accountability for personal outputs within broad parameters
 demonstrate accountability for personal and group outcomes within broad parameters.

2.3 Packaging Advice
The aim of combining units of competency into groups acceptable to the industry and to VET 
providers is to ensure a crucial link in the quality of education and training and work 
outcomes. Vocational qualifications need to have a relationship with the performance 
standards of the industry. Without this relationship, qualifications lack meaning in terms of 
indicating what the holder of the credential can actually do in relation to industry 
requirements.
A unit of competency is the minimum recording level in the formal VET system and provides 
the basis for credit transfer between competency-based courses and between sectors 
delivering different qualifications in the AQF.
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2.4 Core and Elective Units
The standards in this Training Package are aligned to qualifications in various combinations 
of core and elective units. The combinations have been carefully selected to support multiple 
entry and exit points, as well as flexible delivery of VET. It is essential, therefore, that RTOs 
take the industry’s packaging and alignment advice into consideration when designing 
learning and assessment opportunities.
As indicated above, the industry’s advice is predicated on the notion that units of competency 
provide the basis for credit transfer, credit accumulation and articulation or advanced standing 
from one credential to another, irrespective of the educational sector delivering the credential.
The achievement of a single unit of competency aligned to multiple levels in the AQF means 
that the unit is assessed once only and recognition of competency achieved against that unit is 
carried forward as credit towards the achievement of a qualification at any level in which the 
unit appears.

2.5 Units Packaged at More than One Level
Qualifications in the AQF assume that differences between qualification levels occur because 
of:

 increasing levels of complexity in the acquisition and application of knowledge and skill
 greater autonomy in the application of competency in the workplace
 broadening of the job skill base.

This principle has been addressed through the packaging of competency units within 
qualifications. As an individual moves through the qualification framework, the selection of 
units at any level is governed by:

 the groups of units available at that level
 the selection of units available at that level compared with the individual’s current, past 

and future career aspirations
 current work performance requirements
 recognised industry work structures.

This means that two individuals may enter the qualifications framework at different levels and 
exit at the same level. At either level, they would be subject to the package selection rules at 
the levels at which they enter the framework.
If one or both move from the qualification level at which they entered, to the same 
qualification level, each could conceivably emerge from that level with the same combination 
of core units, but a different combination of core and elective units, and still be eligible for the 
same qualification.
As a minimum, irrespective of how each arrived at the exit point, both should have the same 
core units and a prerequisite number of elective units drawn from the total bank of units 
available at the level at which they exit the framework.
The use of core and elective units at more than one level generally allows for:
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 the recognition of key functions within an industry or enterprise that are carried on across 
levels

 recognition of current competency (or prior learning) based on the achievement of the unit
 an articulation pathway between levels.

Units that are only available at certain levels provide for the broadening and deepening of the 
knowledge and skill component at the level at which the units are located. The key to 
competency is not in the individual unit, but in the selection and packaging of units for 
assessment purposes at an AQF level.
Recognition can be achieved in a variety of ways, including:

 against an individual unit that is carried forward as credit towards a qualification at 
another level of the AQF

 by grouping units and assessing against the group of units in order to determine 
competency in relation to the requirements of the AQF level at which the units are 
packaged

 by using a qualification achieved at a lower level as credit towards a qualification located 
at a higher level.

2.6 New Apprenticeship Qualifications
New Apprenticeships include all forms of traineeships and have a number of features, 
including:

 a training agreement that links an industrial award or agreement, signed by the employer 
and the person in training

 they are employment-based
 the training component is undertaken by an RTO (public or private) and/or employer
 they result in the attainment of a qualification in the AQF
 they require attendance at training delivered by an RTO and/or attendance at work.

All the qualifications in this Training Package are open to New Apprenticeship pathways.
New Apprenticeships are being utilised more widely by the industry. At this stage, all New 
Apprenticeships are sector specific. While the majority of New Apprenticeships will be 
located at Certificate levels II to IV, all qualification levels addressed in this Training Package 
may potentially be used for the purpose of a New Apprenticeship.
Qualifications issued as a result of New Apprenticeships should not be different from 
qualifications issued as a result of competency demonstrated through other recognition 
pathways available in the industry.
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SECTION 3: ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES

SECTION 3: ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES

3.1 Introduction
These Assessment Guidelines provide the endorsed framework for assessment of units of 
competency in this Training Package. They are designed to ensure that assessment is 
consistent with the AQTF 2007. Assessments against the units of competency in this Training 
Package must be carried out in accordance with these Assessment Guidelines. 

Assessment System Overview
This section provides an overview of the requirements for assessment when using this 
Training Package, including a summary of the AQTF 2007 requirements; licensing and 
registration requirements; and assessment pathways.

Benchmarks for Assessment
Assessment within the National Skills Framework is the process of collecting evidence and 
making judgements about whether competency has been achieved to confirm whether an 
individual can perform to the standards expected in the workplace, as expressed in the 
relevant endorsed unit of competency.
In the areas of work covered by this Training Package, the endorsed units of competency are 
the benchmarks for assessment. As such, they provide the basis for nationally recognised 
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) qualifications and Statements of Attainment 
issued by Registered Training Organisations (RTOs). 

Australian Quality Training Framework Assessment Requirements
Assessment leading to nationally recognised AQF qualifications and Statements of 
Attainment in the vocational education and training sector must meet the requirements of the 
AQTF as expressed in the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration. 
The AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration can be downloaded from 
<www.training.com.au>. The following points summarise the assessment requirements.

Registration of Training Organisations
Assessment must be conducted by, or on behalf of, an RTO formally registered by a State or 
Territory Registering/Course Accrediting Body in accordance with the AQTF 2007. The RTO 
must have the specific units of competency and/or AQF qualifications on its scope of 
registration. 

Quality Training and Assessment
Each RTO must provide quality training and assessment across all its operations. See the 
AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 1. 

Assessor Competency Requirements
Each person involved in training and assessment must be competent for the functions they 
perform. See the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 1 for assessor 
(and trainer) competency requirements.
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Assessment Requirements
The RTO’s assessments, including RPL, must meet the requirements of the relevant endorsed 
Training Package. See the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 1.

Assessment Strategies
Each RTO must have strategies for training and assessment that meet the requirements of the 
relevant Training Package or accredited course and are developed in consultation with 
industry stakeholders. See the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 1. 

National Recognition
Each RTO must recognise the AQF qualifications and Statements of Attainment issued by any 
other RTO. See the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Condition of 
Registration 7: Recognition of qualifications issued by other RTOs. 

Access and Equity and Client Outcomes
Each RTO must adhere to the principles of access and equity and maximise outcomes for its 
clients. See the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 2. 

Monitoring Assessments
Training and/or assessment provided on behalf of the RTO must be monitored to ensure that it 
is in accordance with all aspects of the Essential Standards for Registration. See the AQTF 
2007 Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 3.

Recording Assessment Outcomes
Each RTO must manage records to ensure their accuracy and integrity. See the AQTF 2007 
Essential Standards for Registration, Standard 3.

Issuing AQF qualifications and Statement of Attainment
Each RTO must issue AQF qualifications and Statements of Attainment that meet the 
requirements of the current AQF Implementation Handbook and the endorsed Training 
Packages within the scope of its registration. An AQF qualification is issued once the full 
requirements for a qualification, as specified in the nationally endorsed Training Package are 
met. A Statement of Attainment is issued when an individual has completed one or more units 
of competency from nationally recognised qualification(s)/courses(s). See the AQTF 2007 
and the 2007 edition of the AQF Implementation Handbook—available on the AQFAB 
website <www.aqf.edu.au>.

Licensing/Registration Requirements
This section provides information on licensing/registration requirements for this Training 
Package, with the following important disclaimer. 
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Licensing and registration requirements that apply to specific industries, and vocational 
education and training, vary between each State and Territory, and can regularly change. The 
developers of this Training Package, and DEEWR, consider that the licensing/registration 
requirements described in this section apply to RTOs, assessors or candidates with respect to 
this Training Package. While reasonable care has been taken in its preparation, the developers 
of this Training Package and DEEWR cannot guarantee that the list is definitive or accurate at 
the time of reading; the information in this section is provided in good faith on that basis. 

Contact the relevant State or Territory Department(s) to check if the licensing/registration 
requirements described below still apply, and to check if there are any others with which you 
must comply. For further information contact Construction and Property Services Industry 
Skills Council (www.cpsisc.com.au).

Requirements for Assessors
In order to conduct assessment for statutory licensing or other industry registration 
requirements, assessors must meet the AQTF 2007 requirements.

Pathways
The competencies in this Training Package may be attained in a number of ways including 
through:

 formal or informal education and training 
 experiences in the workplace
 general life experience, and/or
 any combination of the above.

Assessment under this Training Package leading to an AQF qualification or Statement of 
Attainment may follow a learning and assessment pathway, an assessment-only or recognition 
pathway, or a combination of the two as illustrated in the following diagram.

Each of these assessment pathways leads to full recognition of competencies held – the 
critical issue is that the candidate is competent, not how the competency was acquired. 
Assessment, by any pathway, must comply with the assessment requirements set out in the 
Assessment Guidelines of the Training Package and the AQTF 2007. 

Learning and Assessment Pathways
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Usually, learning and assessment are integrated, with assessment evidence being collected and 
feedback provided to the candidate at anytime throughout the learning and assessment 
process.
Learning and assessment pathways may include structured programs in a variety of contexts 
using a range of strategies to meet different learner needs. Structured learning and assessment 
programs could be: group-based, work-based, project-based, self-paced, action learning-
based; conducted by distance or e-learning; and/or involve practice and experience in the 
workplace. 
Learning and assessment pathways to suit Australian Apprenticeships have a mix of formal 
structured training and structured workplace experience with formative assessment activities 
through which candidates can acquire and demonstrate skills and knowledge from the relevant 
units of competency.

Assessment-Only or Recognition of Prior Learning Pathway
Competencies already held by individuals can be formally assessed against the units of 
competency in this Training Package, and should be recognised regardless of how, when or 
where they were achieved. 
In an assessment-only or Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) pathway, the candidate 
provides current, quality evidence of their competency against the relevant unit of 
competency. This process may be directed by the candidate and verified by the assessor, such 
as in the compilation of portfolios; or directed by the assessor, such as through observation of 
workplace performance and skills application, and oral and/or written assessment. Where the 
outcomes of this process indicate that the candidate is competent, structured training is not 
required. The RPL requirements of the AQTF 2007 must be met.
As with all assessment, the assessor must be confident that the evidence indicates that the 
candidate is currently competent against the endorsed unit of competency. This evidence may 
take a variety of forms and might include certification, references from past employers, 
testimonials from clients, and work samples. The onus is on candidates to provide sufficient 
evidence to satisfy assessors that they currently hold the relevant competencies. In judging 
evidence, the assessor must ensure that the evidence of prior learning is:

 authentic (the candidate’s own work);
 valid (directly related to the current version of the relevant endorsed unit of competency);
 reliable (shows that the candidate consistently meets the endorsed unit of competency);
 current (reflects the candidate’s current capacity to perform the aspect of the work covered 

by the endorsed unit of competency); and
 sufficient (covers the full range of elements in the relevant unit of competency and 

addresses the four dimensions of competency, namely task skills, task management skills, 
contingency management skills, and job/role environment skills).

The assessment only or recognition of prior learning pathway is likely to be most appropriate 
in the following scenarios:
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 candidates enrolling in qualifications who want recognition for prior learning or current 
competencies;

 existing workers;
 individuals with overseas qualifications;
 recent migrants with established work histories;
 people returning to the workplace; and 
 people with disabilities or injuries requiring a change in career. 

Combination of Pathways
Where candidates for assessment have gained competencies through work and life experience 
and gaps in their competence are identified, or where they require training in new areas, a 
combination of pathways may be appropriate.
In such situations, the candidate may undertake an initial assessment to determine their 
current competency. Once current competency is identified, a structured learning and 
assessment program ensures that the candidate acquires the required additional competencies 
identified as gaps.

3.2 Assessor Requirements
This section identifies the mandatory competencies for assessors, and clarifies how others 
may contribute to the assessment process where one person alone does not hold all the 
required competencies. 

Assessor Competencies
The AQTF 2007 specifies mandatory competency requirements for assessors. For 
information, Element 1.4 from the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for Registration follows:

1.4 Training and assessment are conducted by trainers and assessors who:
a) have the necessary training and assessment competencies as determined by the 

National Quality Council or its successors
b) have the relevant vocational competencies at least to the level being 

delivered or assessed
c) continue developing their vocational and training and assessment 

competencies to support continuous improvements in delivery of the RTO’s 
services.

3.3 Designing Assessment Tools
This section provides an overview on the use and development of assessment tools.

Use of Assessment Tools
Assessment tools provide a means of collecting the evidence that assessors use in making 
judgements about whether candidates have achieved competency. 
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There is no set format or process for the design, production or development of assessment 
tools. Assessors may use prepared assessment tools, such as those specifically developed to 
support this Training Package, or they may develop their own.

Using Prepared Assessment Tools
If using prepared assessment tools, assessors should ensure these are benchmarked, or 
mapped, against the current version of the relevant unit of competency. This can be done by 
checking that the materials are listed on the National Training Information Service 
<www.ntis.gov.au>. Materials on the list have been noted by the National Quality Council as 
meeting their quality criteria for Training Package support materials.

Developing Assessment Tools
When developing their own assessment tools, assessors must ensure that the tools:

 are benchmarked against the relevant unit or units of competency;
 are reviewed as part of the validation of assessment strategies required under the AQTF 

2007; and
 meet the assessment requirements expressed in the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for 

Registration. 

A key reference for assessors developing assessment tools is TAA04 Training and 
Assessment Training Package and the unit of competency TAAASS403A Develop assessment 
tools.

3.4 Conducting Assessments
This section details the mandatory assessment requirements and provides information on 
equity in assessment including reasonable adjustment.

Mandatory Assessment Requirements
Assessments must meet the criteria set out in the AQTF 2007 Essential Standards for 
Registration. 
For information, the mandatory assessment requirements from Standard 1 from the AQTF 
2007 Essential Standards for Registration are as follows:

1.5 Assessment, including Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL):
a) meets the requirements of the relevant Training Package or accredited course
b) is conducted in accordance with the principles of assessment and the rules of 

evidence
c) meets workplace and, where relevant, regulatory requirements.
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Assessment of Employability Skills
Employability Skills are integral to workplace competency. As such, they must be considered 
in the design, customisation, delivery and assessment of vocational education and training 
programs in an integrated and holistic way, as represented diagrammatically below. 

Employability Skills are embedded and explicit within each unit of competency. Training 
providers must use Employability Skills information in order to design valid and reliable 
training and assessment strategies. This analysis could include: 

 reviewing units of competency to locate relevant Employability Skills and determine how 
they are applied within the unit

 analysing the Employability Skills Summary for the qualification in which the unit or 
units are packaged to help clarify relevant industry and workplace contexts and the 
application of Employability Skills at that qualification outcome

 designing training and assessment to address Employability Skills requirements.

For more information on Employability Skills in Construction and Property Services 
(CPSISC) Training Packages go to CPSISC’s website at www.cpsisc.com.au. 

Access and Equity
An individual’s access to the assessment process should not be adversely affected by 
restrictions placed on the location or context of assessment beyond the requirements specified 
in this Training Package: training and assessment must be bias-free.
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Under the rules for their development, Training Packages must reflect and cater for the 
increasing diversity of Australia’s VET clients and Australia’s current and future workforce. 
The flexibilities offered by Training Packages should enhance opportunities and potential 
outcomes for all people so that we can all benefit from a wider national skills base and a 
shared contribution to Australia’s economic development and social and cultural life.

Reasonable adjustments
It is important that education providers take meaningful, transparent and reasonable steps to 
consult, consider and implement reasonable adjustments for students with disability.
Under the Disability Standards for Education 2005, education providers must make 
reasonable adjustments for people with disability to the maximum extent that those 
adjustments do not cause that provider unjustifiable hardship. While ‘reasonable adjustment’ 
and ‘unjustifiable hardship’ are different concepts and involve different considerations, they 
both seek to strike a balance between the interests of education providers and the interests of 
students with and without disability. 
An adjustment is any measure or action that a student requires because of their disability, and 
which has the effect of assisting the student to access and participate in education and training 
on the same basis as students without a disability. An adjustment is reasonable if it achieves 
this purpose while taking into account factors such as the nature of the student’s disability, the 
views of the student, the potential effect of the adjustment on the student and others who 
might be affected, and the costs and benefits of making the adjustment. 
An education provider is also entitled to maintain the academic integrity of a course or 
program and to consider the requirements or components that are inherent or essential to its 
nature when assessing whether an adjustment is reasonable. There may be more than one 
adjustment that is reasonable in a given set of circumstances; education providers are required 
to make adjustments that are reasonable and that do not cause them unjustifiable hardship.
See Part 4, Chapter 2 of the Training Package Development Handbook (DEST, September 
2007) for more information on reasonable adjustment, including examples of adjustments.

3.5 Further Sources
The section provides a listing of useful contacts and resources to assist assessors in planning, 
designing, conducting and reviewing of assessments against this Training Package.

Contacts

Construction and Property Services 
Industry Skills Council
PO Box 151
Belconnen ACT 2616
Telephone: 02 6253 0002
Fax: 02 6253 0004
Web: www.cpsisc.com.au
Email: info@cpsisc.com.au

Technical and Vocational Education and 
Training (TVET) Australia Limited
Level 21, 390 St Kilda Road, Melbourne 
VIC 3150
PO Box 12211, A’Beckett Street Post 
Office,
Melbourne, Victoria, 8006
Ph: 03 9832 8100
Fax: 03 9832 8198
Email: sales@tvetaustralia.com.au
Web: www.tvetaustralia.com.au
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For information on the TAA04 Training 
and Assessment Training Package contact:
Innovation and Business Skills Australia
Level 2, Building B, 192 Burwood Road
HAWTHORN  VIC  3122
Telephone: 03 9815 7000
Facsimile: 03 9815 7001
Email: virtual@ibsa.org.au
Web: www.ibsa.org.au

3.6 General Resources
Construction and Property Services Industry Skills Council has developed a range of support 
materials and learning resources to complement training and assessment against the units of 
competency in the Asset Maintenance Training Package and Property Services Training 
Package.
For the latest information on support materials and learning resources please visit the website 
of Construction and Property Services Industry Skills Council at www.cpsisc.com.au or 
contact:
Construction and Property Services Industry Skills Council
Tel: 02 6253 0002
Email: info@cpsisc.com.au

In addition, refer to http://antapubs.dest.gov.au/publications/search.asp to locate the 
following publications.
AQF Implementation Handbook, third Edition. Australian Qualifications Framework 
Advisory Board, 2002 <www.aqf.edu.au> 
Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) - for general information go to 
<www.dest.gov.au/sectors> 
Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) - for resources and information go to: 
<www.dest.gov.au> 
Australian Quality Training Framework Standards for Registered Training Organisations, 
Australian National Training Authority, Melbourne, 2005, and from 1 July 2007, the AQTF 
2007. Available in hard copy from State and Territory Training Authorities or can be 
downloaded from <www.dest.gov.au> 
TAA04 Training and Assessment Training Package. This is available from the Innovation and 
Innovation and Business Skills Australia (IBSA) Industry Skills Council and can be viewed, 
and components downloaded, from the National Training Information Service (NTIS). 
National Training Information Service, an electronic database providing comprehensive 
information about RTOs, Training Packages and accredited courses - <www.ntis.gov.au> 
Style Guide for Training Package Support Materials, Australian National Training Authority, 
Melbourne, 2003. Can be downloaded from <www.dest.gov.au>
Training Package Development Handbook (DEST, September 2007). Can be downloaded 
from <www.dest.gov.au>
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Assessment Resources

Training Package Assessment Guides - a range of resources to assist RTOs in developing 
Training Package assessment materials (originally developed by ANTA with funding from the 
Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs) and made up of 10 separate titles, as 
described at the publications page of <www.dest.gov.au>. Go to 
<www.resourcegenerator.gov.au/loadpage.asp?TPAG.htm> 
Printed and CD ROM versions of the Guides can be purchased from Technical and 
Vocational Education and Training Australia Limited (TVET). The resource includes the 
following guides:

1) Training Package Assessment Materials Kit
2) Assessing Competencies in Higher Qualifications
3) Recognition Resource
4) Kit to Support Assessor Training
5) Candidate’s Kit: Guide to Assessment in Australian Apprenticeships
6) Assessment Approaches for Small Workplaces
7) Assessment Using Partnership Arrangements
8) Strategies for ensuring Consistency in Assessment
9) Networking for Assessors
10)Quality Assurance Guide for Assessment

An additional guide ‘Delivery and Assessment Strategies’ has been developed to complement 
these resources.

Assessment Tool Design and Conducting Assessment

VETASSESS & Western Australian Department of Training and Employment 2000, 
Designing Tests – Guidelines for designing knowledge based tests for Training Packages.

Vocational Education and Assessment Centre 1997, Designing Workplace Assessment Tools, 
A self-directed learning program, NSW TAFE.

Manufacturing Learning Australia 2000, Assessment Solutions, Australian Training Products, 
Melbourne.

Rumsey, David 1994, Assessment practical guide, Australian Government Publishing 
Service, Canberra.

Assessor Training

Australian Committee on Training Curriculum (ACTRAC) 1994, Assessor training program 
– learning materials, Australian Training Products, Melbourne.

Australian National Training Authority, A Guide for Professional Development, ANTA, 
Brisbane.
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Australian Training Products Ltd Assessment and Workplace Training, Training Package – 
Toolbox, ATPL Melbourne (available from TVET).

Green, M, et al. 1997, Key competencies professional development Package, Department for 
Education and Children's Services, South Australia.

Victorian TAFE Association 2000, The professional development CD: A learning tool, VTA, 
Melbourne.

Assessment System Design and Management

Office of Training and Further Education 1998, Demonstrating best practice in VET project – 
assessment systems and processes, OTFE Victoria.

Toop, L., Gibb, J. & Worsnop, P. Assessment system designs, Australian Government 
Publishing Service, Canberra.

Western Australia Department of Training and VETASSESS 1998, Kit for Skills Recognition 
Organisations, WADOT, Perth.

3.7 Units of Competency from Other Endorsed Training 
Packages
Within the qualifications contained in this Training Package there are units of competency 
from other endorsed Training Packages. These Training Packages are:

 BCC03 Civil Construction
 BSB07 Business Services
 HLT07 Health
 LGA04 Local Government
 MTM07 Australian Meat Industry
 PUA00 Public Safety
 RTE Rural Production
 SIT07 Tourism, Hospitality and Events
 TAA04 Training and Assessment
 TLI07 Transport and Logistics.

RTOs are advised to check the National Training Information Service (www.ntis.gov.au) for 
assessment guidelines relating to units of competency from these Training Packages.

3.8 Qualification Customisation Within and Outside the 
Training Package
Customisation allows for the capacity to substitute units of competency from other Training 
Packages where there is consistency in outcomes.
Any customisation must ensure the integrity of:
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 endorsed national competency standards or other standards forming the basis of accredited 
courses

 AQF qualifications
 industry skill and portability requirements.

Customisation may occur in the following circumstances.

 Regulators prescribe competencies from other Training Packages.
 A demand for traineeships in areas not yet covered by the standards in this Training 

Package arises.
 There is a demand by regulators for prescribed training at an AQF level not covered by 

the standards.
 A unit in another Training Package better expresses the content of a work function 

covered by a unit in one of the standards in this Training Package. In this case, the second 
unit delivers the same outcomes, but the language used may be better understood 
(customised) in terms of the candidate’s work environment.

 A candidate’s range of work functions includes all core functions in this industry, but also 
includes specialist functions performed in other industries, but not included in this 
Training Package.

 Generally, the work described in the unit is performed in an allied industry context, for 
example project management in the building industry. The variable is the location in 
which work is performed rather than the nature of the work or the performance criteria 
that have to be demonstrated.

In each case, the situation can be addressed by combining units of competency in this 
Training Package with units of competency in other endorsed industry Training Packages. If 
the recombined units deliver the same outcome, the qualification level stays the same, but the 
package of units within the qualification may be different from the original packaging advice.
To ensure quality outcomes and avoid duplication of training/assessment effort, customisation 
of any qualification is governed by the following criteria:

 each unit delivers a workplace outcome within a coherent industry recognition framework
 the combination of unit outcomes provides the basis for a qualification at a prescribed 

level of the AQF
 the purpose of the customisation is to provide training that is tailored to the needs of a 

specific workplace.

Therefore:
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 core units may not be replaced or substituted
 elective units in any package of units may be replaced or substituted by other units of 

competency but only where equivalence of outcome has been established between 
relevant Industry Skills Councils

 only elective units that are not required for purposes of occupational/functional regulation 
in the industry may be replaced

 only a unit that delivers an outcome in the qualification structure equivalent to the elective 
unit that it replaces may be used as a replacement unit

 the replacement unit must not restrict the candidate’s access to further education or 
employment opportunities in this industry

 training modules may not be substituted for endorsed units of competency.

All other variables can be managed through customised training. There is no restriction on the 
use by other industries and enterprises of individual units (either core or elective) in endorsed 
standards covered by this Training Package.

SECTION 5: COMPETENCY STANDARDS

SECTION 5: COMPETENCY STANDARDS

5.1 What are Competency Standards?
The broad concept of competency is related to realistic work practices expressed as an 
outcome that can be understood by all people in the workplace as well as by trainers and 
assessors. It is important that the meaning of competency is interpreted and understood in the 
same way by different users and in different situations.
Competency comprises specified knowledge and skills relevant to an industry and the 
application of that knowledge and skills to the standard of performance required in the 
workplace.
The definition of competency encompasses several features: The concept of competency 
focuses on what is expected of an employee in the workplace, rather than the learning process 
and embodies the ability to transfer and apply skills and knowledge to new situations and 
environments.
An element of the Training Package is the ‘competency standard’, which is made up of a 
number of units of competency. Each unit of competency has a title, unit descriptor, elements, 
performance criteria, a range statement and an evidence guide.

Unit title
The unit title is a succinct statement of the broad area of competency covered by the unit and 
is expressed in terms of the outcome.

Unit descriptor
The unit descriptor expands, as necessary, on the title of the unit to accurately and clearly 
reflect the complete purpose and intent of the unit.
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Elements of competency
Elements of competency are the basic building blocks of the unit. They describe, in terms of 
outcome, the significant functions and tasks that a person in a particular area of work is able 
to perform.

Performance criteria
The performance criteria specify all the relevant tasks, roles, skills and applied knowledge and 
understanding that demonstrate competent performance.

Range statement
The range statement links the required knowledge and organisational and technical 
requirements to a context. It describes any contextual variables that will be used or 
encountered when applying the competency in work situations.

Evidence guide
The evidence guide specifies the evidence required to demonstrate competency of the unit of 
competency. The actual assessment should be conducted in the workplace and/or training 
environment. The evidence guide provides reliable and succinct information about how the 
quality and level of performance could be determined. The evidence must relate directly to the 
elements, performance criteria and range statement.
The evidence guide includes the following advice:

 Clear statements about the assessment process that direct the focus of the individual, the 
trainer and the assessor to the holistic nature of competency and the link to the 
performance criteria and underpinning knowledge. The evidence guide specifically 
indicates evidence demonstrating that the competent person can deal with unexpected 
contingencies beyond the usual routine.

 The evidence guide details the specific products, materials or outcomes that must be 
available to demonstrate competency. Other units of competency that can or should be 
jointly assessed are indicated. It also deals with any specific issues about the context of 
assessment; whether it must be assessed under particular workplace conditions and what 
conditions a valid simulated environment should meet. It may also include a specific 
statement of the resource implications, for example, access to particular equipment, 
infrastructure or situations.

The evidence guide may cover consistency in performance to indicate any requirement to 
demonstrate competency over time in a number of contexts and involving a range of evidence.
Key competencies must be identified in the competency standard within each unit of 
competency, or at the qualification level. The Mayer Committee has defined seven key 
competencies underpinning successful activity in life and work. These are:
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 collecting, analysing and organising information
 communicating ideas and information
 planning and organising activities
 working with others in teams
 solving problems
 using mathematical ideas and techniques
 using technology.

They have three levels of performance that should be specified when identifying where they 
apply in industry competencies.

5.2 Integration of Key Competencies Within Training Packages
The key competencies are general capabilities prepared by the Mayer Committee in Putting 
Education to Work: The Key Competencies report (Mayer 1992). They were described in the 
Mayer report as being fundamental to the transfer and application of learning and were 
defined as a set of capabilities that enable people to transfer to the workplace knowledge and 
skills developed in classrooms and other learning situations.
The critical role of the key competencies was recognised in ensuring that the Australian 
workforce is equipped with the skills necessary to effectively participate in current and 
emerging forms of work organisation. 
The seven key competencies identified in the Mayer (1992) report are described below.

1. Collecting, analysing and organising information
The capacity to locate, sift and sort information in order to select what is required and to 
present it in a useful way, and evaluate both the information itself and the sources and 
methods used to collect it.

2. Communicating ideas and information
The capacity to communicate effectively with others using the range of spoken, written, 
graphic and other non-verbal means of expression.

3. Planning and organising activities
The capacity to plan and organise one’s own work activities, including making good use of 
time and resources, sorting out priorities and monitoring one’s performance.

4. Working with others and in teams
The capacity to interact effectively with other people both on a one-to-one basis and in 
groups, including understanding and responding to the needs of a client and working 
effectively as a member of a team to achieve a shared goal.

5. Solving problems
The capacity to apply problem-solving strategies in purposeful ways, both in situations where 
the problem and the solution are clearly evident and in situations requiring creative thinking 
and a creative approach to achieve a desired outcome.

6. Using mathematical ideas and techniques
The capacity to use mathematical ideas, such as number and space, and techniques such as 
estimation and approximation, for practical purposes.
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7. Using technology
The capacity to apply technology, combining the physical and sensory skills needed to 
operate equipment with the understanding of scientific and technological principles needed to 
explore and adapt systems.

Key Competencies are essential for effective participation in the emerging patterns of work 
and work organisation. They focus on the capacity to apply knowledge and skills in an 
integrated way in work situations. Key Competencies are generic, in that they apply to work 
generally rather than to work in particular occupations or industries.
(Mayer 1992, p. 5)

Levels of performance
The Mayer committee (1992, p. 13) established three levels of performance in each of the 
seven key competencies. These are stand-alone levels and do not correspond to levels in the 
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF).

Performance levels
 Performance level 1 describes the competence needed to undertake activities efficiently 

and with sufficient self-management to meet the explicit requirements of the activity, and 
to make judgements about the quality of outcome against established criteria.

 Performance level 2 describes the competence needed to manage activities requiring the 
selection, application and integration of a number of elements, and to select from 
established criteria to judge quality of process and outcome.

 Performance level 3 describes the competence needed to evaluate and reshape processes, 
to establish and use principles in order to determine appropriate ways of approaching 
activities, and to establish criteria for judging quality of process and outcome.

In simple terms:

 level 1 is concerned with the level of competence needed to undertake tasks effectively
 level 2 with the ability to manage tasks
 level 3 with concepts of evaluating and reshaping tasks.

Although the levels are designed and used within competency standards to indicate levels of 
complexity, the current definitions are problematic. The industry or workplace context is 
generally seen as far more indicative in determining the degree of difficulty of the application 
of the key competencies than the prescribed and abstracted performance levels above.
Where the key competencies are explicitly embedded within the units of competency, the 
level of performance for the group of key competencies involved will align to the AQF level 
for that unit. This will be more readily understood by those delivering training and/or 
assessment of the unit rather than the performance levels outlined in the units themselves.

Implications of key competencies for vocational education and training
The skills identified by the Mayer committee describe capabilities commonly used as key 
selection criteria by employers. They underpin the ability of employees to adapt to 
technological, organisational, societal and functional change.
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The key competencies need to be explicitly developed and applied in vocational education 
and training, both in delivery and assessment, in order to ensure that staff members have the 
flexibility and adaptability to respond effectively to current and future directions and 
challenges within Australian workplaces. This means that the key competencies cannot be 
considered as supplementary to vocational competence; they are integral to it. They are part of 
good learning and are essential to good practice. It is, therefore, critical that Training Package 
developers, training program developers, teachers and trainers deliberately incorporate the 
key competencies into the design, customisation, delivery and assessment of VET programs.
A deliberate effort is required to incorporate the key competencies explicitly into every stage 
of the training cycle, represented in Figure 1, through competency standard and Training 
Package development and through delivery, learning, assessment and reflection.
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